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On The Cover 
The illustration on the cover is a 
reproduction of page 95 of Bookout's Lute 
Book, by Russell Bookout , '79. Bookout, 
a design engineer for Reda Pump division 
of TRW in Bartlesville, Okla ., became in-
terested in playing the lute while at UMR. 
He has since collected many original 
manuscripts of tablature for lutes (16th and 
17th centuries) and has published them and 
donated a copy of the book to UMR. (See 
story on page I.) 
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Bookout's Lute Book 
By Ruth Ann Renick 
At times are you hit with the stereotypical idea of the 
technology-crammed , narrow-minded engineer? Forget it. 
UMR produces multitudes of well -rounded people who hap-
pen to have chosen engineering as a career. They have in-
triguing and unusual secondary interests , almost 
demi-careers . 
Russell Bookout, a 1979 UMR graduate , has a passion for 
Early Mus ic, Renaissance and Early Baroque music in par-
ticular. He was born and ra ised in Phelps County , attended 
the one-room Coffman School , graduated from St. James 
High School and entered UMR. His musical education began 
in grade school with piano , guitar and brass band 
instruments . 
After entering UMR , Bookout did not participate in the 
music program until his junior year. Just prior to that time , 
he had met Joel Kramme, a UMR music professor. Kramme 
introduced Bookout to the lute , a 16th-century stringed in-
strument akin to the guitar. With Kramme 's help , Bookout 
found a used lute in New York to purchase and began per-
forming at the UMR Madrigal Dinners the fo llowing 
December . 
He became comfortable with the unusual lute tablature , the 
special way music written particularly for the lute is notated . 
It is similar to a graph for the dai ly highs and lows of the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average. 
Bookout played lute with the UMR Collegium (Early 
Music ensemble) for the Madrigal Dinners , at the Kansas 
City Renaissance Festival and other regular performances . 
During his last semester , he gave a recital of lute and 
recorder music . 
Now with the Reda Pump division of TRW in Bartlesville, 
Okla., as a design engi neer , he has continued to play with 
the Collegium and on his own at the Kansas City ~ 
Renaissance Festival. He has also joined an Early Mus ic 
group in Bartlesville, the Westron Wynde Earlye Musicke 
Consort, which performs in the Oklahoma-Kansas area. 
About six years ago , Bookout began to attend summer 
music schools in Chichester and Bath , England. His new 
passion is instrument building , although performance is still 
hi s main interest. He has taken lute lessons from several in-
ternational masters of the instrument , and he is now 
recognized in England as a leader in the field. 
Among his instruments are seven lutes , five violas , five 
gui tars , two mandolinos and various wind and string in-
struments. Bookout returned to England in April for another 
instrument-building course , specifically for the cittern , a 
lute- like instrument. 
All of his extensive history in music has led to Bookout ' s 
publishing Bookout 's Lute Book, a wonderfully illuminated 
copy of his original manuscripts of tablature. It includes 
selections of English poetry from poets such as Skelton , 
Spenser and Dryden : riddles (the answer is usually " lute"); 
and excerpts of works on maintenance and playing of the 
lute. His calligraphy and illustrations are marvelous. There 
are more than one hundred l6th- and 17th-century settings 
in tablature . UMR is honored to receive a copy. 
Today ' s engineer-stereotyped? Hah! 
(The author was honored to have Mr. Bookout play his lute 
at her home for William Shakespeare 's birthday parry in 
April, 1978) 
The author, Ruth Ann Renick, is classified as a senior in history at UMR, 
but one of her major interests is music. She has participated in most of the 
UMR music courses available and has been particularly interested in the 
Collegium MusicUln (early music program) since its beginning. She pel/orlns 
on the viola de gamba , various recorders and the krumhon1. Ruth Ann and 
her husband, Murray , who now divide their time betvveen Rolla and St. 
Louis , have been active supporters of UMR's music programs and they are 
members of UMR's Order of the Golden Shillelagh. 
MSM Alumn us/ l 
Admissions Ambassadors Activities 
New freshmen were invited to several summer picnics 
sponsored by Alumni Sections. The Springfield (Mo.) Sec-
tion of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association held an early 
evening picnic at Nathaniel Greene Park. The Lincolnland 
Section held a Sunday afternoon picnic at Lake Springfield 
(Il l. ) and the Kansas City Section gathered together on a 
Sunday afternoon for a barbeque. The efforts that these 
alumni made to welcome some of UMR's new freshmen are 
appreciated. 
Speaking of new freshmen, fall enrollment figures are in . 
There are 868 new freshmen on campus this fall, an 8 per-
cent increase over last year. We are attracting more women 
because our female freshmen increased from 152 (fall, '87) 
to 188 (fall , '88) . Non-Missouri freshman increased from 
132 (fall , '87) to 142 (fall , ' 88). This is partly due to en-
couragement from UMR's Admissions Ambassadors. 
Most interesting is the fact that 15 percent (211142) of our 
non-Missouri freshmen are participating in the Alumni Sons 
and Daughters Grant program. We wish to specially 
welcome these new students who are following in their 
parents' footsteps by carrrying on the UMR tradition . 
Welcome to those of you who have recently joined the 
Ambassador Program . You will be hearing from us several 
times this year. Our alumni and parents are providing a 
valuable service for prospective students and the enrollment 
figures reflect this . 
Once again some of our terrific alums have agreed to 
sponsor recruiting events in their local hometowns in and 
around Chicago. Bob Morrison, '71, will host a recruiting 
event in Chicago on Dec. 1. Bob Saxer, '61, ' 62, will 
again hold his event in St. Charles , Ill . on the morning of 
Dec. 3, and Jim Gilstrap, '67, will host his second annual 
event in Crystal Lake , TIL that afternoon . Bob, Jim and Bob 
count on greater Chicago alumni to come out for at least 
one event to help answer the questions that prospective 
students and their parents may have. Mark your calendars! 
Dates have been set for the spring UMR Chancellor's 
Banquets . We hope that local alumni will support these 
events through their attendance. Choose one that is near you 
and PLAN TO ATTEND! 
Sikeston , Mo., Holiday Inn , Feb. 20; Rolla , Mo. , Centen-
nial Hall , Feb. 27; Springfield , Mo., Ramada Inn , Feb. 28; 
Collinsville, Ill ., Holiday Inn , March 7; St. Louis , Mo. , 
Henry VIIIth Hotel , March 13 ; and Kansas City , Mo. , Ar-
rowhead Club, March 21. 
Support your alma mater through recommendations of 
outstanding students. Tell your neighbor 's children about the 
valuable institution that you attended . Carry the word about 
UMR to your friends. If we continue to enroll and graduate 
outstanding students , our degrees will become even more 
valuable! Let 's help ourselves by helping others. 
D Yes, I am interested in becoming a UMR Adm issions Ambassador. P lease send me further information . 
ame _____ _ _ ______ _ ___ __________ _ Grad year _ ________ _ 
Add ress _____ ______ _______________ _ ____________ ___ 
Cit y State _______ Zip ______ _ 
Phone: Area Code _ ____ Number ________ __ _ 
Please detach and se nd to: 
2/ MSM Alumnus 
Kimberl y Hofstetter, Coordinator 
Alumni-Adm iss ions Activities 
101 Harr is Hall , UMR 
















































UMR Students Score Well On Assessment Pilot Test 
Test Resu Its 
UMR Group 









UMR students scored well above the average test results 
from 11 universities on a standardized test that is a pilot for 
national assessment , according to a report made to the UM 
Board of Curators in July . 
John Park, UMR's vice chancellor for academic affairs , 
said the test has " the potential to do a very good job of 
assessing general education." 
The curators had called for an assessment program to be 
conducted on all four UM campuses in December, 1986 . 
The board was responding to Gov. John Ashcroft's request 
for an assessment plan that could be compared with national 
norms. 
During the 1987-88 academic year , UMR and UMC cam-
puses administered the same multiple choice tests , supplied 
by the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J., to 
volunteer students. Campuses in St. Louis and Kansas City 
used a different testing mechanism. For the presentation to 
the board, a norm was established by averaging scores in 
the eight areas of the test as reported by II universities 
selected as peers by the New Jersey testing firm . The in-
stitutions included were: the Universities of Oklahoma, Ten-
nessee , Washington and Wisconsin, Southern Colorado 
University , Louisiana State University, James Madison 
University (Va.) , Eastern Washington University, Northeast 

















and the University of Missouri-Rolla. 
The overall average for this group was 63 percent correct 
answers on the test. UMR's average was 72 percent correct. 
Although not included in this peer group , UMC's average 
on the same test was 66 percent correct. 
Park said UMR students scored high both because Rolla 
gets excellent students and because they receive an excellent 
education at UMR. He said students entering UMR have an 
average ACT score of 26 out of a possible 30. 
All four UM campuses reported test results higher than 
national averages. In the discussion with the board, some 
concern was expressed about whether standardized testing 
can measure how well students learn to think critically. It 
was also pointed out that UMC faculty have said that na-
tional standardized testing could result in a loss of academic 
freedom if departments are forced to teach certain curricula 
so that students do well on tests . 
After listening to each campus report on assessment , 
curator Peter Raven cautioned his colleagues on "statistical 
traps " that can be used to manipulate data. 
He likened the reports to Garrison Keillor 's claims about 
his mythical Minnesota town of Lake Wobegon . 
During his radio show broadcast, Keillor claimed that in 
Lake Wobegon , " all the children are above average. " 
MSM Al um nus!3 
Coterie Prints 
UMR Coterie now offers prints of four more old MSM-UMR 
buildings in several forms . The prints were made from pencil 
sketches by UMR des igner Dick Hatfield . They include the 
Chancellor 's Res idence (1889), Old Met (1909) , Fulton Hall 
( 1923), and Harri s Hall (1940). All proceeds will go to the 
Coterie of UMR Faculty Wives Scholarship Fund . 
8 x 10 Prints suitab le for framjng-Set of 4 . .. .. . . . . $ 12 
Notepaper-on antique white with envelopes (three of 
each of the fo ur buildings) , Set of 12 . . . . . .. . ... .. . . $5 
Add $ 1 to all orders to cover the cost of mailing and allow 
two weeks fo r deli very. 
Make checks payable to UMR Coterie Scholarship Fund . 
Send orders to: Coterie Scholarship Fund , P. O. Box 1638, 
Rolla , MO 6540 1. 
"J OE MINER" LIMITED EDITION PRINTS 
Ouanilly 
A new series of 'Joe Miner" lithographs has just been completed by UM·Rolla·s centralized printing 
department. 
The prints are 16" x 20", full·color-with particular fidelity in the color printing-and were produced on 
heavy·weight neutra l pH paper made from 100 percent cotton fiber. Each print is numbered and there are 
only 1,000 availab le. The artist is Harry Sparling who was employed by UMR in 1969. 
Cost o f each print is $75. A ll profits from the Limited Edition Series will be used to establish a campus 
scholarship fund. 
The standard "Joe Miner" print-8" x 10" in color-is avai lable also at a cost of $12.50 each. Order 
fo rms are below. 
OR DER FORM 
(Please p r int o r type ) 
" J oe M iner " Limited Edition Pr ints at $75 each 
Shipping and hand ling at 55 per print 
" J oe Miner " pri ntl sl 8 " x 10" at S 1 2 .50 each 
(TIl'S o Hermg IS no! prort of the limited OOl hon ser,os p"co InCludes 
shIpping & handlong ) 
Amount 
Enclosed 
Shi ppi ng Address 
Name l~"~'-------------'~--------------W---
Sue elAdd,eU 80 ' 0< Ro",~ 
z,' 
Ph onel __ ~ __ L-__________________________ _ 
M ay be paid by Check. M as terCard or VISA 
Make checks payab le to UMR 
To t al 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
Credit Card Name 
Credn Card Holder 
Check Enclosed 0 
Date Shipped __ . __ . __ 
Credit Card Number __________ _ 
EXpira ti on Date 
Signa ture 
(For Credit Card Orders) 
___ Bank No. ____ _ 
Address orders to : 
UnIversity of Missouri- Rolla 
Office of Centralized Prlntmg 
Bldg. T · 11 West 
Rolla. MO 65401 ·0249 
4/ MSM Alumnus 
Term s and Cond it ions 
Remember , 560 per limited edltlonprlO1 sold will be used In a scholarship fund to old meri toriOUS studentS In achieving tholr educa tional goals, 
and IS tax deducuble 
Since the total number 01 printS In the limited edition series IS one thousand It IS recommended tha i orde rs be placed without delay All orders will 
be numbered sequentially In I fiC order received and will be filled on a f,rSI·come f irst -served baSIS Orders w ill be filled commencing with the smalles t 
number avai lable No request for a par llcular number will be conSidered 
All o rd ers are subleCtto aV8110011ity and any cl a ims resulting from shipping error. m isunderStanding or other cause IncldenmllO an orde r Will be 






























Bill L. Atchley, '57 
College President 
Dr. Bill L. Atchley, '57, '59, has been inaugurated as the 
22nd president of the University of the Pacific in Stockton , 
Calif. 
He succeeds Stanley E. McCaffrey, who reti red after 16 
years as the 2 1st head of Califo rnia ' s fi rst charte red institu-
tion of higher education. 
Bill comes to the Univers ity of the Pacific (UOP) from 
Washington, D .C . , where he was president of the National 
Science Center for Communications and Electronics Founda-
tions, an organization devoted to improvi ng the use of high 
technology in classroom teaching . Prior to that position, he 
served as president of Clemson Univers ity in South Carolina 
from 1979 to 1985. He began his duties at UOP at the start 
of the 1987-88 academic year. 
During his inaugural speech , Bill discussed a six-point 
" action" plan to bolster the uni versity's future , highlighted 
by goals to increase faculty salaries and raise the universi-
ty 's endowment to $50 million . 
"Endowment is especially important to our goal of keep-
ing the cost of a Pacific education within the reach of the 
average income family ," he said. 
" If the day comes when only the rich, or the dest itute, 
can afford a Pacific education, we will have turned our 
backs on everything the university stands for." 
Bill praised the university's faculty, and promised to pro-
mote increased salaries based on a reward-incenti ve system. 
" The university is a true community of scholars," he 
said , "where academic freedom and mutual respect and 
belief in the dignity and worth of every human being are 
still at the top on the agenda." 
The remaining four points of Bill 's plan include enhancing 
the university's commitment to providing the " uncommon 
educational experience" and bolster ing academic excellence, 
creativity and initiative among its students, faculty and staff, 
with the ultimate goal of taking a " much more prominent 
place among the quality universities of this nat ion. " 
Bill pointed to the selection of UOP McGeorge School of 
Law Professo r Anthony Kennedy to the U .S. Supreme 
Court , and the election of UOP School of Dentistry Dean Art 
Dugoni as president of the American Dental Associat ion as 
examples of the university ' s move toward prominence. 
"Our goals are not to produce Ivory Tower ideali sts or 
trained technological seals," he said . " Our mission is to 
empower our students and nurture them so that when they 
leave our influence, they will be productive, creative and 
useful citizens-and leaders-in this nation and the world. " 
Prior to his Clemson presidency , Bill was dean of the Col-
lege of Engineering at West Virg inia Univers ity from 1975 
to 1979, and professo r of engineeri ng mechanics and 
associate dean of engineering at UMR . He joined the UM R 
faculty in 1966. 
Bill received his B.S . and M.S. degrees in civil engineer-
ing from MS M in 1957 and 1959 . He received a doctorate 
in civil engineering from Texas A&M. 
Bill and Pat live in the President 's Home, University of 
the Pacific , Stockton, CA 952 11 . 
MSM Alumnus/ 5 
Alumni Sections ________ _ 
The fledgling Albuquerque , New 
Mexico Section held its first meeting 
on Saturday , July 16th at Ogelvies 
Sports Bar & Grill with a reception and 
dinner. Jim , '63, and Peg Baremore 
served as the official hosts for the 
evening and introduced Don 
Brackhahn , executive director of the 
association and his wife, Nancy , to 
those in attendance. Don explained the 
history of the association and Universi-
ty then brought alumni up to date on 
the campus and its students. George 
1 
The second annual meeting of the 
Springfield , Mo. Section Picnic was 
held on Thursday , J ul y 21, at the 
Nathaniel Green Park. Nick Heatherly , 
'78, welcomed alumni , parents and 
students to the event and congratulated 
Kevin Skibiski , '75, on his recent 
selection as MSPE 's Outstanding 
6/ MSM Al umnus 
Albuquerque Section 
Alexander, '63, traveled the greatest 
distance from Las Cruces, N .M. , while 
Stephen, '79, and Elizabeth Land , ' 81, 
drove from Grants, N.M. , and Dale , 
'50, and Martha Sims came from Los 
Alamos , N.M. 
Duane "Friday ," ' 38, and Sue 
Freidank regaled the group with stories 
from the 50th Reunion this last spring 
and many of the stories were reinforced 
by Rudy Kroll, '35 , who attended his 
50th in '85 . The story of " Methyl 
Blue" was a favorite one told by " Fri-
day ". The Langs were the rec ipients of 
the door prize , A History of MSM-
UMR, by Christensen and Ridley. 
Others enjoying the festivities of the 
evening included : Phil , '39, and Julie 
Blazovic; Darrel , '78 , and Cathy Buff-
ington ; R.C. " Bud " Gauerke , '48 ; 
John , '79 , and Shara , '78 , McBee ; 
Kevin McGartland, ' 81; Dan, '62, and 
Jane Payton; Ben Weidle , '42 ; and Roy 
Wheelock, '52. 
~"'~!IIlrft'"---::::----' 
Springfield (Mo.) Section 
Young Engineer of the Year for 1988. 
Kim Hofstetter , and Don and Nancy 
Brackhahn attended the event from the 
Rolla campus and participated in the 
games and the stroll to the new 
Japanese garden in the park. Some of 
those in attendance included Nick and 
Teresa Heatherly , '78, Ron and Sheila 
Marlin , ' 86, Joe Wilson , '86, Kevin 
and Jeannie Skibiski , '75 , Gary Shaf-
fer , '79 , Roy McDowell , '49 , Larry 
and Carol Wolf, '79 , and Stephen and 
Linda Paris, new UMR Parents' 
Association Board members and their 





































Alumni Section continued 
There were 55 alumni , spouses , 
parents , students and members of their 
families at the Lincolnland alumni pic-
nic at Lake Springfield on Sunday , July 
31 , 1988. 
Tom and JoAnne Feger , '64, cooked 
the hot dogs on this warm Sunday 
afternoon and were ably ass isted by 
Bruce Ford , '87. In addition to the nor-
mal games at the picnic , Captains Rich 
Mochel , '64 , and Rich Berning, '74 , 
provided boat rides on the lake for the 
venturesome alumni , students and 
parents. 
Don Brackhahn, executive director of 
the alumni association , and his wife, 





door prizes and the news that UMR 
would play Southeast Missouri State 
University at St. Louis in Busch 
Stadium on Saturday , Oct. 22nd . 
Bill Buren , '59 , Dick and Carol Cor-
dier (UMR parents) and Tom 
Domagalski , '75 , were recipients of the 
door prizes from Rolla. 
President Gary Hutchison , '74 , an-
nounced that Chancellor Jischke would 
be joining the section for dinner on 
Friday , Sept. 30. 
Those students in attendance were 
Doug Cordier, '91 , Kevin Adams , '92 , 
and Jason Schnepp , '92; their parents 
Gene and Jolynn Adams , Dick and 
r 
Carol Cordier and Keith and Judy 
Schnepp. Alumni signing the guest 
register included: 
Rich , '69 , and Carolyn Berning ; Don 
and Nancy Brackhahn, UMR Alumni 
Office; John , '71 , and Mrs. Daniel; 
Bill , '59 , and Betty Buren ; Tom , '76 , 
and Leslie , '78, Domagalski ; Tom, 
'64 , and Joanne Feger ; Bruce, '87 , and 
Robbin Ford; Guy , '81 , and Maggie 
Gilbert; Tom, '70 , and Sue Hoppe ; 
Gary, '74 , and Debi Hutchison ; Ed , 
' 69, and Ann Midden; Jim, ' 84 , and 
Judy Miles ; Rich , '64 , and Sandy 
Mochel ; Stephen, '71 , and Mrs. 
Turner ; Jim , '79 , and Mrs. Twyford ; 
Bob, '52, and June Uthoff. 
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Alumni Section continued 
The Chicago Area Section held its 
first annual family picnic on Sept. 10 , 
1988, at the Argonne National Labs 
Park in Darien , nt. A total of 68 alum-
ni and guests enjoyed beautiful 
weather, volleyball, softball , a delicious 
lunch , and a lot of reminiscing. 
Our vice president , J. Dan Arthur , 
'86, is relocating to Tampa , Florida. 
We wish Dan and Joan the best of 
luck. Ken Woodruff, '58, '64 , has 
agreed to take over as vice president. 
Following is a list of those who at-
tended the' : Kathy (Bryan) , '79, 
Chicago Area Section 
Erik and Lauren Andersen; J. Dan Ar-
thur, ' 86; Edwin, '73, Diane, Ross and 
Brent Baker; Mark, '75, Laura (Web-
ber), '75 , and Emilia Blaser; Phillip , 
' 80 , Lori, Emi ly and Audrey Bureman; 
Stephanie Cioffi , '84 ; Merril , ' 51 , and 
Marie Cotten; Douglas, '60, Janice and 
Ashley Dallmer; John DeLashmit , '84 ; 
Ann Dwyer, '86; Wallace, '52, and 
Mona Ferguson; Deirk , '85, Maria 
(DeCastro) , ' 85 , and Jonathan Feiner; 
Santa DeCastro; Annie Hall , '76; Kathi 
Hesse , ' 84; Jim , '72 and Cheryl (Gib-
bons) , '71, Ibarra; Harlan, '56, and 
1989 St. Pat's Green 
Marcia Kebel ; Donald , '68 , and Janice 
Joggerst ; Ralph , '66 , Carol , Mark and 
Paul Kramer ; Don Mcintosh, '82; 
Michael, '72, Pamela, Timothy , Daniel 
and Brian Moran ; Frank , ' 50 , and Col-
ette Packheiser; Steven Sanders, '83; 
Bob, '61 , Linda , Andy Saxer and 
guest; Roberta (Wilhelm), '75 , Bill , 
Jeanne, Paul and Laura Treasurer ; 
Frank , ' 60, Janet and Mandy Watson; 
Richard , ' 59 , and Jane Wieker; Robert , 
' 62, and Julia Wilson; and Ken , '58 , 
'64 , and Frankye Woodruff. 
Cheryl Gibbons Ibarra, '71 
Need a perfect gift for that special someone at Christmas? St. Pat's Green is a wonderful surpri se for the person 
who has everything. Beat the St. Pat 's rush and order today. 1989 green items include: 
Sweatshirts (S,M,L,XL) ..... ..... .... $ 14.00 
Sweatpants (S,M,L) ..... $ 13.00 
Garters. . ... $ 1.00 
Buttons ....... $ 1.00 
Huggers ... 
Shot Glasses 
Mugs ............. . . 
. . $3.50 
..... $2.50 
..... $5.00 
Orders under $ 10 , please include $2.25 for postage, more than $ 10 , please include $3 for mai ling. Pr ices are subject 
to change. 
Remember- there 's no Green left after St. Pat ' s and we sometimes run out of some items early, so order your Green now. 
















































SME "Joe Miner" Belt Buckle 
and Hard Hat Stickers 
The UMR Student Chapter of the Society of Mining Engineers is offering 
for sale to alumni our belt buckle and hard hat sticker. 
Proceeds from these sales will enable SME to participate in a va riety of ac-
tivities including field trips, honor banquets, special projects and our bi-annual 
outing. 
Orders and checks shou ld be made out to the Society of Mining Engineers 
and should bemailedto226McNutt Hall . UMR.Rolla.MO 65401. 
Please ship buckles at $7.50 each and ____ hard hat 





Southern California Section 
Los Angeles , Calif. 
Dallas Section 
Dallas , Texas. . . ............. . . 
Alumni-Varsity Basketball Games 
Date 
.Nov.4 
. Nov . 13 
Rolla , Mo. .. . ............ . .... . ... . ... Nov. 19 
Tulsa Section 
Tulsa , Okla ... .. ...... . ..... .. . . . . . . . .. Nov. 20 
Chicago Admissions Events 
St. Charles , Crystal Lake , Ill. 
Chicago Section 
Chicago , Ill. ......... . 
Pacific Northwest Christmas Party 
Lake Union Yacht Tour. 
ARK-LA-TEX Section 
· .. Dec. 3 
.. . Dec . 3 
· . Dec . 10 
Shreveport , La. . ...... .... .... .. . . . . . . Jan . 2 1 
University Of Missouri Founders Day 
Jefferson City , Mo . . ....... . 
Alumni Admissions Dinner 
Cape Girardeau-Sikeston , 
Campus Founders Day 
Mo. 
· .Feb . I I 
....... . . ...... Feb. 20 
Rolla, Mo ...... . .... . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . Feb. 25 
Alumni Admissions Dinner 
Rolla , Mo .............. . · . Feb . 27 
Event/Site Date 
SME Reception 
Las Vegas , Nev ... . . . .. . .............. . . Feb. 28 
Alumni Admissions Dinner 
Springfield , Mo . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . .. ... . Feb. 28 
Alumni Admissions Dinner 
Alton-Belleville , Ill. ..... . . . . . . .. . March 7 
Kansas City Section St. Pat's Party 
Kansas City , Mo. .... ... . ........ . . . .. March 10 
Dallas/Ft. Worth Section St. Pat 's Party 
Ft. Worth , Texas . . . . . . . . . ............. . . . March II 
Alumni Admissions Dinner 
St. Louis , Mo .... . .... . . .... . . . . ....... March 13 
Houston Section St. Pat 's Party 
Houston, Texas . ....... ... ... . . . . . . . . . ..... March 17 
Alumni Admissions Dinner 
Kansas City , Mo . .... March 2 1 
Bay Area Section 
San Francisco , Calif. . ....... March 25 
Alumni Board Meeting 
Rolla , MO . ............ . ..... . . . April 2 1-22 
50 Year Reunion at Commencement 
Roila , Mo . ........ . . ., .. . . . . . . May 11-13 
Homecoming October 6-7 , 1989 
Roila, Mo . . ....... ......... . . . . . . . . . ... Oct. 6-7 
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MINER SPORTS Gene Green, Editor 
Miners Bob Schneider (12), Kurt O'Brien (13) and Mike Balassi (10) surround 
a Missouri Southern player. UMR came from behind to win the game 2-1. 
Balassi Gives Miners Scoring Boost 
Not only does the UMR men 's soc-
cer team have a new coach this season, 
it also has a new scorer. 
Robert Boucher takes over as the 
new Miner men's soccer coach. And 
the new coach has had to find someone 
else to put the ball in the net for UMR . 
The early offensive leader for the 
7 -4-1 Miners has been sophomore Mike 
Balassi , who has 18 points and has 
garnered MIAA "Player-of-the-Week" 
honors. 
Bill Steffen, who set a single-season 
scoring record as a freshman for the 
Miners in 1987 with 15 goals , did not 
return to school this year. 
Finding that "finisher" is not an 
easy thing to do, according to Boucher. 
"The composure you need to finish 
goals, that's something not taught to 
someone," Boucher said. 
However , there are a couple of the 
forwards returning this year that show 
good scoring potential. There are 17 
returning lettermen from last season 's 
12-7-1 squad . 
Sophomore Kurt O 'Brien was second 
on the team in scoring last season with 
eight goals and seven assists. Also , 
Tim Chojnacki , who didn't play for 
UMR last season, is back. Chojnacki 
was one of the team 's top scorers two 
years ago . 
UMR has started Chojnacki , O 'Brien 
and co-captain Erik Hauser on the front 
line; sophomore Balassi , sophomore 
Larry Frans and either sophomore 
Doug Tieber or junior Tim Koscielski 
in the midfield, and in the backfield , 
co-captain Tim Saunders , a junior , on 
the left side , senior Mike Becher at 
sweeper or on the right side, junior 
Tom Hughes at sweeper or stopper, 
junior transfer Carl lung at stopper or 
sophomore Ken Stecher at wing. 
The goalies are junior Steve Temme 
and sophomore Brent Green. As last 
year ' s starter, Temme had a goals-
against-average of 2.62, recording 113 
saves. 
Lady Miner Soccer Team Gains Depth 
Despite a disappointing 1-7-1 start, 
the 1988 UMR women 's soccer team 
has given the Miner coaching staff 
reason for optimism. One glance in-
dicates the Miners are better off than 
they were a year ago. 
This year , there are players on the 
Miner ' s bench. 
That was not always the case last 
season. There were times in 1987 that 
UMR had just one player on its 
sideline as a reserve player. There 
were other times last year that the 
Miners had no one but the coach on 
their sideline . 
That didn ' t leave much room for 
maneuvering- or getting a breather. 
The UMR women 's soccer team finish-
1 O/ MSM Alumnus 
ed 5-8-2 in 1987 , quite a feat consider-
ing the lack of depth. 
First year Miner head soccer coach 
Robert Boucher has the luxury of hav-
ing some women on the sidelines this 
year. 
Boucher is going with a formation 
that includes four backs , three mid-
fielders and three forwards. Some of 
the Miner players have had three 
coaches in the past three years , and 
Boucher says it takes time for the 
players to become adjusted to the new 
coach , as well as the new coach gett ing 
used to hi s new players. 
The starting forwards have been 
sophomores Teresa Dickenson, 
Catherine Wessling and junior transfer 
student Mary Eise. In the midfield are 
junior Lisa Tieber in the center , junior 
Sally Puhlick on the left side and junior 
Lisa Burwell on the right side. The 
backs are junior sweeper Gina Dressel , 
sophomore stopper Tricia Kuhne , 
sophomore Roberta Dressel on the right 
side and senior Michelle Ditton on the 
left side . 
The goalies are junior Greta 
Stromberg, sophomore Sharon Racer 
and freshman Leslie Sawyer. 
The new coach is impressed with 
Dickenson. " She's got an eye for the 
goal, " Boucher said of Dickenson. 
" She knows how to move the ball and 
























































































Allgood Runners Seek "Hair-raising" Experience 
Dewey Allgood is hoping to get a 
real nice haircut the end of October. 
Allgood, the veteran UMR men 's 
cross country coach, has made a pro-
mise to his squad. 
"We've got a thing going this year," 
Allgood said. " If we can finish second 
or better in the (MIA A) Conference 
meet , 1 will let the Miner runners give 
me a haircut. " 
Any style , coach? " Yeah , any style 
they want." 
UMR could have an advantage in the 




The walking wounded have returned , 
and the UMR women's cross country 
team now has the looks of a team. 
Last season , the team 's top two run-
ners , Julie Board and Amy Volmert , 
went down for the season with injuries . 
Those injuries , along with a couple of 
others, forced the Miners to compete in 
races with fewer runners than it takes 
to total a team score. 
Right now, there are nine healthy 
bodies on the Miner women's cross 
county team. And Miner coach Sarah 
Preston is keeping her fingers crossed. 
Other returnees to the cross country 
team are junior Chrissy Adkisson, 
junior Debbie KJaus and junior Elise 
Collins. New runners include Rolla 
native Debbie Sauer , a senior ; junior 
Cindy Black; senior Terry Cowdrey ; 
and freshman Jeanne Jackson. 
Sauer is a former standout runner for 
Rolla High School and the sister of 
high school All-America and current 
Univerity of Missouri-Columbia runner 
Val Sauer. 
" I think Chrissy is going to push to 
be on the top for us," Preston said . 
" She had a real good track season and 
has got a lot of desire." 
The team hosts the MIA A Champion-
sh ips October 24. 
will be held in Rolla at the Oak 
Meadow golf course Oct. 24. 
The Miner runners probably have 
some fine ideas on how to groom 
Allgood. And with five talented let-
termen back , Allgood's hair style could 
very well change in a hurry this fall. 
Allgood feels good about his 1988 
squad. The Miners have been ranked 
ninth in the eight-state Great Lakes 
Regional , it was announced. 
" We have five of the top six runners 
back that finished third in the MIAA 
and tied for ninth at the regionals," 
Allgood said. "Those five lettermen . 
are running really well right now." 
Allgood feels defending champion 
Southeast Missouri State is again the 
team to beat in the MIAA. 
" Southeast is always tough," 
Allgood said . " And I expect Northeast 
Missouri to be strong again. I feel we 
should be as good as Northwest 
Missouri and Central Missouri, or 
maybe a little better. " 
And if the Miners are among the top 
two teams in the MIA A this year, 
bring on the clippers! 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULES 
1988-89 Men's Basketball Schedule 
1988-89 Women's Basketball Schedule 
Nov. 19, Sat. Alumni Game 
Nov. 19, Sat. Alumni Game Nov. 21, Mon. Quincy COllege, Quincy 
±Nov. 22 , Tues. Harris-Stowe College Nov. 25 , Fri. Indiana University 
Nov. 25-26 , University of Southern (SoutheastJ , New Albany 
Fri.-Sat. Indiana, Evansville Nov. 26, Sat. Bellarmine College, 
Nov. 29, Tues. Missouri Southern Louisville , Ky 
Dec. 3, Sat. Lindenwood College Nov. 29, Tues. Missouri Southern 
Dec. 5, Mon. Quincy College, Quincy State 
Dec. 8, Thurs. Missouri Baptist , Dec. 3, Sat. Rockhurst College 
St. Louis Dec. 5, Mon . Westminster College 
Dec. 10, Sat. McKendree College Dec. 7, Wed. Harris-Stowe College 
Jan. 1-8 Freeport Sunshine Dec. 10, Sat. Pittsburg State 
Shootout , Freeport, University 
Bahamas Jan. 4 , Wed. Missouri Southern State, 
*Jan . II , Wed. Southeast Missouri Joplin 
State, Gape Girardeau Jan . 6-7 , Fri-Sat. Pittsburg State Tourna-
*Jan. 14, Sat. Central Missouri State, ment , Pittsburg , Kan. 
Warrensburg * Jan. II, Wed. Southeast Missouri 
* Jan . IS, Wed. UM-St. Louis State, Cape Girardeau 
*Jan . 21 , Sat. Northeast Missouri *Jan. 14, Sat. Central Missouri State , 
State, Kirksville Warrensburg 
*Jan. 25 , Wed. Lincoln University, *Jan. 18, Wed. UM-St. Louis 
Jefferson City * Jan 21 , Sat. Northeast Missouri 
* Jan. 2S, Sat. Southwest Baptist State, Kirksv ille 
*Feb. I , Wed . Northwest Missouri * Jan. 25, Wed . Lincoln University , 
State, Maryv ille Jefferson City 
*Feb. 4, Sat. Southeast Missouri 'Jan. 28, Sat. Southwest Baptist 
State *Feb. I , Wed. Northwest Missouri 
*Feb. 8, Wed . UM-St. Louis, St. Leuis State, Maryv ille 
'Feb. 11 , Sat. Central Missouri State 'Feb. 4, Sat. Southeast Missouri 
'Feb. 15, Wed. Lincoln University State 
'Feb. 18, Sat. Northeast Missouri *Feb. 8, Wed. UM-St. Louis, St. Louis 
State 'Feb. 11, Sat. Central Missouri State 
'Feb. 22 , Wed. Northwest Missouri ' Feb. 15, Wed. Lincoln Un iversity 
State 'Feb. IS , Sat. Northeast Missouri 
*Feb. 25, Sat. Southwest Baptist, State 
Bolivar 'Feb. 22, Wed. Northwest Missouri 
*Mar. 2-4 , MIAA Tournament , State 
Thu-Sat. TBA 'Feb. 25, Sat. Southwest Baptist 
Bolivar 
All (*J conference games wi ll begin at 5:30 Mar. 2-4 , MlAA Tournament , 
± indicates 7:00 start Thu-Sat. TBA 
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Student Activities--------
Linda Kay Moore (left) of 
Springfield, was the recipient of a Dow 
Chemical U.S.A. Outstanding Junior 
Chemical Engineering Award last 
spring. Moore, now a senior in 
chemical engineering at UMR, received 
a $1 ,000 scholarship from Dow. Dur-
ing the summer , she toured Dow 
Chemical production facilities in Baton 
Rouge, La. , with 17 other students 
from the southwestern United States. 
Dr. James W. Johnson , chairman of 
the UMR chemical enigneering depart-
ment , is shown presenting the award. 
SWE Holds Conference 
The UMR student chapter of the 
Society of Women Engineers held a 
one-day conference for high school 
students, their parents and teachers and 
counselors on Friday , Oct. 28 , on the 
UMR campus . 
The conference , " Take the Engineer-
ing Challenge, " was open to all high 
school students. Professional engineers , 
as well as engineering professors and 
students, were available to answer 
questions and provide counseling . 
Beth Piper , of Belton , Mo. , a UMR 
senior in electrical engineerng , is SWE 
vice president and was chairwoman of 
the conference. 
As part of the conference , par-
ticipants attended three 30-minute lec-
ture/di scussion sessions with UMR pro-
fessors and students. In these sessions, 
participants received information regar-
ding the engineering profession and the 
different engineering disciplines taught 
at UMR . 
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Students Receive 
National Recognition 
Michael J. Gross, a UMR senior in 
metallurgical engineering from 
Kirkwood , and Paul W. Galbraith, a 
UMR senior in metallurgical engineer-
ing from Olathe, Kan., have received 
cash awards from the H.H. Harris 
Foundation in recognition of their in-
terest and scholarship in the metals 
casting field. 
In addition, Stacey Renee Wells, a 
UMR junior in metallurgical engineer-
ing from Leavenworth, Kan. , has been 
awarded a David Laine Memorial 
Scholarship, which recognizes her 
scholarship and interest in die casting. 
According to Dr. Donald R. 
Askeland , UMR professor of 
metallurgical engineering , the H.H . 
Harris Foundation , which is based in 
Chicago , annually makes awards 
available on a competitive basis to a 
limited number of student candidates 
from 39 colleges and universities in the 
United States. 
Askeland said that the David Laine 
Memorial Scholarship is admini stered 
through the American Die Casting In-
stitute and is awarded to a small 
number of students each year. 
AAUW Fellowship 
Rowena L. Hargis , a graduate student 
at UMR , is the recipient of an 
American Association of University 
Women (AAUW) Educational Founda-
tion Selected Professions Fellowship . 
Hargis, who is pursuing a master ' s 
degree in electrical engineering with an 
emphasis in control , was awarded the 
fellowship for the 1988-89 academic 
year. 
She received a bachelor ' s degree in 
electrical engineering from UMR in 
1987 and is a graduate of Rolla High 
School. 
At UMR, Hargi s is a member of 
Kappa Mu Epsilon , Tau Beta Pi , Eta 
Kappa Nu , and the Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronics Engineers. 
Spears Named 
GEM Fellow 
Andre T. Spears, who received a 
B.S. degree in chemical engineering 
from UMR last December , has been 
selected a GEM Fellow for 1988 by the 
National Consortium for Graduate 
Degrees for Minorities in Engineering , 
Inc. (GEM). 
Spears , who is from St. Louis , is one 
of 156 Fellows selected through a na-
tional competition involving students 
from colleges and universities in the 
United States and Puerto Rico . 
The award provides Spears with a 
fellowship which will pay tuition and 
fees at UM-Rolla , which is a GEM 
member university , plus an annual sti-
pend . In addition , Spears will receive a 
paid summer internship with Merck 
Sharpe & Dohme Research Laboratory , 
which is a GEM member employer. 
According to Floyd Harris , director 
of UMR 's Minority Engineering Pro-
gram , about 500 minority students na-
tionwide have received the M.S degree 
in engineering through the sponsorship 
of GEM since 1977 . 
New Officers 
for ASEM 
Officers recently were elected for the 
1988 fall semester for the UMR student 
chapter of the American Society for 
Engineering Management. 
The new officers are: Thomas 
Schlecht, senior in engineerng manage-
ment , Belleville, Ill. , president ; Kim 
Wood, senior in engneering manage-
ment , Teresita , Mo . , president-elect ; 
Michelle Davis, senior in engineering 
management , Florissant , secretary ; 
Carol Sellars, senior in engineering 
management , Herrin , Ill. , treasurer; 
Danielle Bowman, junior in engineer-
ing management , Belleville , Mich. , 
vice president/ programming; and Don-
nita Simpson, senior in engineering 
management , Fremont , vice 





















































































Faculty Activities _______ _ 
Heagler Named 
Associate Dean 
Professor John B. Heagler , assistant 
dean of Engineering Continuing Educa-
tion and Extension at UMR , has been 
named associate dean of Engineering 
Continuing Education and Extension in 
the School of Engineering at UMR. 
" Professor Heagler has been an 
outstanding leader in extension and 
continuing education for many years , " 
said Dr. Robert L. Davis , dean of the 
School of Engineering at UMR. " He 
has earned the respect and support of 
the School of Engineering faculty. " 
Heagler , who also is a UMR pro-
fessor of civil engineering , received 
B.S . and M .S. degrees in civil 
engineering from UMR in 1951 and 
1954, respectively. 
He joined the UMR faculty in 1951 
as an instructor of mechanics. He 
became an assistant professor of civil 
engineering at UMR in 1955 and an 
associate professor of civil engineering 
in 1958. Heagler was named professor 
of civil engineering at UMR in 1965. 
In 1969 Heagler was named director 
of Continuing Education in UMR 's 
School of Engineering . He was named 
assistant dean in 1979. 
Worsey Receives Patent 
Dr. Paul N. Worsey , assistant pro-
fessor of mining engineering and senior 
research investigator , Rock Mechanics 
and Explosives Research Center at 
UMR, has received a patent for his in-
vention " Mechanical Stemming Con-
struction for Blast Holes and Method of 
Use" from the United States Patent 
Office. 
According to Worsey , his invention 
consists of a cone-shaped mechanical 
stemming device which is positioned in 
an explosive loaded blast hole to 
achieve more effective blasting. 
" Stemming is the plugging of the 
blast hole to prevent the escape of blast 
gases ," Worsey said. " This is impor-
tant because the blast gases perform the 
primary work of the blast. " 
Worsey added that if the blast gases 
escape , the effectiveness of the blast is 
diminished , wasting explosives and re-
quiring additional blasting. This entails 
additional risk and increased drilling , 
labor and material costs. 
Worsey joined the UMR faculty in 
1981. He received a B. S . degree in 
geology from the University of Bristol, 
England , in 1977 . Worsey received an 
M.S. degree in rock mechanics and ex-
cavation engineering and a Ph.D. 
degree in mining engineering in 1978 
and 1981 , respecti vel y , from the 




Dr. Troy L. Hicks , professor of 
mathematics and statistics at UMR, is 
the recipient of a certificate of 
meritorious service for his service to 
the Missouri Section of the 
Mathematical Association of America 
(MAA), and for his dedication to 
mathematics and as being dedicated in 
his efforts to improve the quality of 
mathematics education. 
According to MAA , Hicks is being 
recognized as an outstanding teacher of 
mathematics education. 
A member of MAA since 1962 , 
Hicks has served in the Missouri sec-
tion for 21 years , serving as vice presi-
dent , secretary-treasurer , and sectional 
governer. 
Hicks joined the UMR faculty in 
1967. He received a B.S. degree from 
Southwest Missouri State University in 
1957 , a M.Ed. degree from the 
Universtiy of Kansas in 1961 and a 
Ph.D . degree from the University of 
Cincinnati in 1965. 
Wei Wen Yu 
Wins SAE Award 
Dr. Wei-Wen Yu, Curators' pro-
fessor of civil engineering at UMR, 
and Dr. M . Brad Parks , Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories , Albuquerque , 
N.M. , have been selected to receive a 
1987 Arch T. Colwell Merit Award 
from the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE). 
Yu and Parks were selected to 
recei ve the award for the paper " Struc-
tural Behavior of Members Consisting 
of Flat and Curved Elements ," which 
they co-authored and presented at a re-
cent SAE meeting. 
According to SAE, the paper is one 
of 19 such papers selected from more 
than 1,500 which were presented at 
SAE meetings during 1987. 
Yu joined the UMR faculty in 1968. 
He holds a B.S. degree from the Na-
tional Taiwan University in China , an 
M.S. from Oklahoma State University 
and a Ph.D. from Cornell University. 
Sheffield Invited To 
USSR Conference 
Dr. John W. Sheffield , associate pro-
fessor of mechanical and aerospace 
engineering at UMR, received an in-
vitation to attend the " 7th World 
Hydrogen Energy Conference" held in 
Moscow , USSR in September as a 
guest of the conference organization . 
According to Sheffield , the con-
ference provides participating countries 
with the opportunity to discuss many 
hydrogen energy topics such as 
hydrogen liquefaction and various ap-
proaches to alternative processes of 
making liquid hydrogen to be used in 
the space program. 
Sheffield joined the UMR faculty in 
1980. He received a B.S. degree in 
engineering science from the Uni versity 
of Texas-Austin in 1971 . He received 
an M.S. degree in engineering 
mechanics from North Carolina State 
University in 1973 and a Ph .D. degree 
in engineering science and mechanics 
from the same institution in 1975. 
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Alumni Personals 
1919 
Notice has been received by the alumni 
association of the death of George Colville 
Jr. of Paris , Ark . George attended MSM 
and was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha. 
1925 
George W. Gaines writes: " We mov-
ed to a senior citizens ' retirement home 
May , 1987. " George and Ethel now live 
at 4141 S. Braeswood , Houston , TX 
77025. 
1928 
Charles A. Freeman reports a summer 
full of activities . In June he began a cruise 
up to the North Cape of Norway and that 
trip was to be followed by 10 days in the 
Canadian Rockies of British Columbia . 
Charli e can be reached- when not 
traveling-at 500 Almer Road , #204, Burl-
ingame , CA 94010. 
1929 
Frederick W. Hoertel Jr. died July 30, 
1988 . At MSM Fred was a member ofIn -
dependents , Square & Compass and 
14/ MSM Alumnus 
AlMME. He received his B.S. degree in 
metallurgical engineering, and the profes-
sional degree, chemical engi neer, from 
MSM in 1934 . Following graduation Fred 
worked for R.W. Hunt & Co. , Consu lting 
Engineers, and for the City Testing 
Laboratory in St. Louis. In 1935 he return-
ed to Rolla to work for the U . S. Bureau 
of Mines. He retired in 1966 as a super-
visory research metallurgist after making 
severa l significant contributi ons in 
metallurgical research. Fred was active in 
Rolla civ ic affairs , also. He se rved 10 
years on the Rolla City Council and 23 
years on the Phelps County Reg ional 
Medical Center board (both elective posts) . 
He is survived by hi s wi fe , Julia, 12 16 
Soest Road , Rolla, MO 6540 1; a son, Bill , 
of St. James; and two grandchildren. 
Francis (Frank) A. McCurdy died on 
Aug. 21 , 1988, acco rd ing to a note from 
his wife , Virginia McCurdy , 10200 W . 
Maple , B-309 , Wichita , KS 67209. At 
MSM Frank was a member of DeMolay, 
Quo Vadi s and Bonanza. He received hi s 
B.S . degree in chemical engineering. His 
career was spent with Socony Vacuum Oil 
Co. , then with Mobil Oil Co. Accord ing 
to M rs. McCurdy , Frank had attended hi s 
50th reuni on here in Rolla and " he was 
always happy to be a Miner ." 
1930 
Edward T . "Tiny" Regenhardt of 
1063 Greta St. , EI Cajon , CA 9202 1, 
wri tes : "As of Dec . 31 , 1988 , have been 
retired (U.S. Navy) for 20 years. What a 
life! " 
1932 
Edwin O. Crawford writes : "Writing 
weekly column for local newspaper , play-
ing golf, bowling , bi ngo and keeping cool 
in sunny Florida. " Edwin li ves at 10840 
SW 89 Court , Ocala , FL 32676. 
Isaac W. Friedman died Sept. 7 , 1988, 
accordi ng to a notice from his wife , Mrs. 
Isaac W. Friedman, 3800 Washington 
Road , #1203 , West Palm Beach , FL 
33405 . At MSM Isaac was a member of 
Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi. He receiv-
ed his B.S. degree in metal lurgica l 
engineering. After graduation, he worked 
at International Harvester , West Pullman 
Works , Sand R Co. , and R. Lavin &Sons 
before serving in the military during World 
War II . Follwing WWII , he joined 
Massachusetts Smelters Inc. , returned to 
the Chicago area where he worked with 
North Ch icago Refiners and Smelters and 
R. Lavi n & Sons again before he retired. 
WilHam Morley Pickles died May 16 , 
1988 , according to a notice received by the 
alumni office . William transferred to 
MSM in 1930 from the Texas College of 
Mines and Metallurgy . He was a member 
of Triangle fraternity . He received his B.S. 
degree in electrical engineering from 
MSM. H is ca ree r was spent with 
Schlumberger Well Survey ing Corp . and 
he retired in the early 1970s as assistant 
10 the president of Schlumberger. 
1933 
William H. Lenz has a question: " Earl 
Mertz, '33, has been ' lost ' fo r many 
yea rs. He was one of my roommate, was 
No . 3 on the MSM tenni s team and 
graduated third in his class in metallurgical 
engineering. Can anyone locate him?" 
Bill 's address is 127 Aztec , White Rock, 
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1934 
Walter H. Bruening writes: "Helen 
and I are in fair health. We celebrated our 
50th anniversary last November. We are 
active in the Ark-La-Tex alumni section ." 
Walter and Helen live at 613 Erie, 
Shreveport, LA 71106. Walter is retired 
from the Kansas City Southern Railroad. 
William B. Fletcher writes: "We 
celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary 
Sept. 4 , 1988 . We leave Sept. 6 for a trip 
on the Orient Express , London to Istan-
bul. " Bill and Mayme live at 7215 Yankey 
Street , Downey , CA 90242 . 
Robert C. Weigel reports: " Margo G. 
(Hough) Weigel, Ex '36', my spouse of 
54 years, died of cancer on June 6, after 
a long illness. " Robert , who is retired , 




Warren B. Danforth writes: "Still 
alternate between my summer home-May 
thru October-at 816 7th Street, Oakmont , 
PA 15139 and my winter home-
November thru April-at 1300 Polk City 
Road , Box 92, Haines City, FL 33844. 
Katherine and I are in good health and ex-
pect to be at my 55th class reunion in Rolla 
in 1990. " 
Max E. Edgar writes: "I had a front 
row seat for the recent 30,OOO+-acre 
forest fire in glacier National Park. If the 
strong north wind had blown for a couple 
of more days, I would have sent you a new 
address ." Max is retired from the U. S. 
National Park Service and lives at 10 
Edgar Lane, Box 416, W. Glacier , MT 
59936. 
1936 
Arne Kort Peter Hermann died March 
II , 1988 , according to a note from his 
wife , Edna W. Hermann , 7014 A. Fon-
dren Road , Houston, TX 77036. Arne 
transferred to MSM from the University 
of Missouri-Columbia in 1932. At MSM 
he was a member of Alpha Lambda Tau 
and received his B.S. degree in civil 
engineering . He began his career with the 
Saginaw Malleable Iron Co. then became 
owner of Andersen Construction Co. , 
Arne K .P. Hermann , Co nsulting 
Engineer, in Houston , Texas. He later 
became chief, architectural section, for the 
Federal Housing Administration. Mrs. 
Hermann says, " During 42 years of mar-
riage , he often referred to his school and 
various events during his four years there . 
Although the campus had changed con-
siderably in the intervening years, he had 
a vast affect ion for it. I am so thankful we 
were able to return to the campus for the 
50-year reunion. It meant a great deal to 
him. " 
1937 
Walter F. Breuer writes: "Hazel -and 
I are still near the Pacific and particualrly 
enjoying the cool breeze this hot summer. " 
Walter retired from the Corps of Engineers 
in December of 1974. He and Hazel live 
at 37 W. Garden Green , Port Hueneme, 
CA 93041. 
Ross Rosario Carrolla died July 18 , 
1988, according to a notice sent to the 
association. At MSM, Ross was a member 
of Independents , was elected class vice 
president in 1937, and was a member of 
ASCE, Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi. 
He served as a student assistant in civil 
engineering and a graduate assistant in 
mechanics. He received his B.S. degree in 
civil engineering. Following graduation, 
he worked for the Ulinois State Highway 
Department , American Bridge Co., Ray-
mond Concrete Pile Corp , and Howard, 
Needles , Tammen and Berkendoff before 
joining the Bechtel Corp. He served that 
company for 27 years in Saudi Arabia ; 
Trieste, Italy; Perth, Australia ; San Fan-
cisco, Calif; and Kansas City , Mo. before 
he retired. He is survived by two daughters 
and one grandson. 
1937 
Oscar Edward Grewis died Jan. 3 , 
1988, according to a notice received by the 
alumni office. At MSM Oscar was a 
member of ASCE, ROTC , Sigma Nu 
(president), Blue Key , St. Pat' s Board , 
IFC, " M" Club (football) and was elected 
class treasurer in 1937. He received his 
B.S . degree in civi l engineering. Follow-
ing graduation , Oscar worked for S.G. 
Hayes Construction Co. in Chicago before 
entering the service (he served at Ft. 
Leonard Wood and the Philippines) . After 
WWII he joined Russell & Axon, St. 
Louis , and was senior vice president of the 
firm when he retired in 1977. 
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1937 continued 
Harold Newton Ottinger died Sept. 15 , 
1988, according to word from Bob Elgin , 
'37. Newt transferred to MSM in 1933 
from the University of Kansas and receiv -
ed his B.S. in civ il engineering from 
MSM. Following graduation he worked 
for Cotton Belt Railroad , Schlumberger 
Well Surveying Co . , Sinclair Oil Co . , 
McCullough Tool Co., and Gulf and 
Western Indonesia , Inc. He is survived by 
his wife , Grace Ottinger , 11309 E. Bails 
Place, Aurora, CO 80012. 
1939 
Edgar F . Pohlmann writes: " I am still 
retired and thankful to be healthy enough 
to enj oy it. Hazel and I do a good bit of 
trailering and take an occasional cruise. 
We are looking forward to the 50th an-
niversary of the class of ' 39." Ed is retired 
from the U.S . Information Agency. The 
Pohlmanns live at 5805 Goucher Drive, 
College Park , MD 20740 
1940 
William (Bill) C. Alexander writes : 
" Our first grandchild , Alexander James 
North of Iowa City , Iowa , was born on 
Aug. 3 , 1988." Bill is retired military . He 
a nd Dot live a t 1140 1 1 77th St. Court W. 
Illinois C ity , IL 6 1257. 
1941 
Harold John Schroeder died of 
leukem ia on April 7, 1988, fo llowing a 
long illness, accord ing to his wife , 
E li zabe th R. Schroeder , 3848 N. 
Dickensen , Arlington , V A 22207. Harold 
transferred to MSM in 1940 from the 
Wisconsin School of Mines and received 
his B.S . degree in mining engineering . 
Foll owi ng graduation he began his career 
with National Lead Co ., served in the U.S . 
Army , resumed his ca reer w ith Nationa l 
Lead the n moved to the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines in Wi sconsin . Minnesota and then 
Virginia, unti l his retirement in 1983. 
16/ MSM Alumnus 
Bob Nevins, '41, sends the Alumnus news of a mini-reunion of the Room Zero 
group. He writes : 
"Jackl ing Gym was the athletic center until it was torn down to make room 
for the present library. The gym was named after Daniel C. Jackling, an 1892 
graduate of MSM. Jackling was famou s in the copper industry and is believed 
to have been the developer of the Bingham Canyon open-pit copper mine in Utah. 
" In the late 30s and during the 40s there were two or three unused rooms in 
the athlet ic center which were converted to dorms for basketball and football 
players . Room Zero was in the lefthand turret as you faced the gym from the 
campus looking north. To get to Room Zero , you had to climb the stairs as far 
as they went and then climb a ladder. 
"Some of the tenants in the 30s and 40s were Jim Wilson, '39, Hilton Head , 
SC; Harley Ladd, '40 ,49 17 Ravenswood, #179 1, San Antonio , TX 78227; Bob-
Nevins, ' 41,6075 Pelican Bay Blvd . , Naples , FL 33963; Nick Mushovic, '43 , 
1116 W. Moss Ave. , #16-C, Peoria , IL 6 1606; and Paul Fullop, '48 , deceased. 
"The mini-reunion was held May 28th , in Naples, Fla. Those attending, from 
left to right , were: Col. Harley Ladd (Ret. ) and Laura , Bob Nevins and Hanna , 
Gen. W . Phil Leber, '40, and Bernie, 323 1 SE Fairway Way , Stuart, FL. Phil 
didn ' t live in Room Zero , but he was the smartest guy in school so he helped 
tutor some of the jocks and spent a lot of time there. " 
1942 
Harold W. Haas, who has retired from 
Phillips Petroleum , sends his new address . 
Harold and He lena live at Chestnuts, the 
Avenue, Sneyd Park , Bristol , England 
B59 1pd . 
Ralph L. Neubert , '42, '70, reports he 
is retired from Monsanto Co. in St. Louis 
and working with hi s oldest daughter as a 
fu ll -service real estate broker in Waco , 
Texas-Coldwell-tlanKer , Hallmark Real-
ty. Hi s home address is 2615 Westbury 
C ircle , Waco , TX 76710. 
Austin E. Schuman writes: "We con-
tinue in good health and have traveled to 
Paris and 21 different national parks and 
national monuments in western USA dur-
ing the last two years. We also attended 
the 50th high school class reunion in 
Ro lla." Austin and Martha li ve at 605 
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Requiem 
The death of an old friend is part of 
life, but always disturbing-particularly 
when reported rather impersonally by 
a law firm. I refer to the passing of 
John Wiedey, '43, as reported in the 
MSM Alumnus, June 1988. John and 
I were not the usual kind of fraternity 
brothers at MSM but we became 
brothers of a somewhat different nature 
as we were with the 24 other January 
1943 graduates (freshman class 1939) 
who were sent to officer candidate 
school at Fort Belvoir , Va. (February 
1943) . OCS philosophy was-break the 
candidate before becoming an officer so 
that " he wouldn ' t collapse under fire. " 
Consequently , we underwent intensive 
and harass ing training (we shined the 
bottoms of our shoes) , and as new 2nd 
lieutenants on April 28 , 1943 , we 
became 90-day wonders. It was a 
wonder we survived. From OCS John 
was sent to the 235th engineer combat 
battalion , Ft. Lewis, Wash. , but suf-
fered an infection requiring an opera-
tion and hospital stay , thus missing his 
ass ignment wi th the 235th. From 
Washington John went to the Pacific 
Engineers Division , San Francisco , 
thence to Camp Claiborne , La. and 
basic trai ning for an engineer combat 
unit . He went from Claiborne to Camp 
Shanks , N .Y . , to England via the 
Queen Mary , and then to Omaha Beach 
for the invas ion of Europe . John serv-
ed with Patton 's 3rd Army and , as hap-
pened with certa in critical engineer 
units , he left Marseilles , France and ar-
rived in Manila , PIon Sept. 2 , 1945 , 
the day the Japs signed the uncondi -
tional su rrender aboa rd the USS 
Missouri . John was a battalion com-
mander , and because of the destruction 
in the Philippines, he was declared 
essential and spent the next 10 months 
rebuilding Mani la. John didn't get home 
unti l the summer of 1946 and of the 26 
of us who went to OCS together , he is 
the only one I know of who served in 
both the European and Pacific theaters 
during World War II . 
While at Claiborne, John married hi s 
college sweetheart , and in 1983 , when 
I talked to him on the phone trying to 
get him to our 40th class reunion , he 
told me Doris had a stroke and he 
couldn ' t possibly leave her at that time. 
Doris and John were separated for near-
ly two years because of WWII , a dif-
ficult situation under any circumstances 
for newlyweds. Army engineers just 
like John saved Omaha Beach, the road 
at Trois Point-Stavelot, among other 
crit ical spots during WWII. I hope to-
day 's studen ts at UMR will be proud to 
be army engineers , and not forget old 
graduates like John who served his 
country ·with great honor. 
With fond memories-
Douglas N. Christensen 
MSM Class-Jan . 1943 
OCS Class-April 1943 
132 South Main St. 
Blanding , UT 84511 
1947 
John W. Liddell writes : "Since my 
retirement in 1972 I have photographed 
wildlife, particularly birds , on all con-
tinents except Antarctica. I 'm act ive in 
several conservation organizations and I 
give nature oriented slide programs for 
groups throughout the St. Louis area . John 
lives at 7347 Idamor Lane , Afton, MO 
63123. 
Alanson D. Topping, retired , wr ites: " I 
spoke in Knoxville, Tenn. on April 14 to 
the East Tennessee section of the American 
Society of Mechan ical Engi neers (ASME) 
on the history and present-day status of air-
ships." His home address is 250 Sadd le 
Horn Circle , Roswell , GA 30076. 
1948 
Lem N. Gager writes that he is now ful-
ly retired after working as senior consul-
tant for R.J. Reynolds for the last two and 
one half years. Lem and Yvonne live at 
22814 Wren Lane , Tomball , TX 77375. 
Robert B. Gevecker reports that he has 
retired from the Missouri Highway and 
T ransportation Department after 40 + 
years of service. Bob was a maintenance 
engineer. He and his wife, Guinevere , 
reside at 3 15 Boonville Road , Jefferson Ci-
ty, MO 65109. 
John Griessen III, sales engineer for 
Meyer Smith Co. , writes: "Retirement 
was too expensive. I am back into instru-
ment sales in the Austin and south Texas 
a rea. " John and Barbara live at 4411 
Avenue B, Austi n, TX 78751. 
Frederick Lee Schenck died during 
1987 according to a notice sent to the alum-
ni office. At MSM, Frederick was a 
member of Phi Kappa Phi , Tau Beta Pi , 
AIME, was a student assistant in geology , 
was on the honor list several times and 
graduated with first honors . He worked for 
Atlantic Refining Co. , Aramco (in Saudi 
Arabia) and was a foreign agent in Beirut , 
Lebanon before returning to the USA to 
live in Stockton, Calif. 
Richard A. Walker writes : " Retired in 
1985 after 15 years in reverse osmosis and 
industrial membrane separation applica-
tions. 1 am now involved with property 
renovation and travel. " Dick and Lila live 
at 17966 Sencillo Lane , San Diego , CA 
92 128 . 
1950 
D. Wallace Breuer writes : " Currently 
consulting on aircraft survivab ility in a 
combat environment. Retired January 
1981 , as professor emeritus aerospace 
engineering, Air Force In stitute of 
Technology. " Dr. Breuer lives at 5539 
Oakshire Place, Dayton , OH 45440. 
Richard N. Harrison writes: " Busy 
with several muni ci palities . Enjoy the 
work. No plans for retirement ." Richard 
is self-emp loyed. Hi s address is P.O. Box 
522 , Hackettstown , NJ 07840. 
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1950 continued 
Donald L. Honerkamp reports: "1 
have been retired from ARCO for about 
three years now. Enjoying it very much 
and am doing typical things. I am also do-
ing some cons ultin g for former 
employer. " Don and Valerie Ruth live at 
1932 Overlook Road , Fullerton , CA 
9263 1. 
Robert E. Paulsell writes: " I am plant 
engineering manager at the Morton, Ill. 
parts distribution center. I have been with 
Caterpillar more than 31 years ." Robert 
lives at 2691 Windermere Drive, Tremont , 
IL 61568 . 
Vester B. (Brownie) Unsell writes: 
" Whi le attending the Academy of Civil 
Engineers meeting on Apr il 22 , my wife , 
Ruthmary , suffered a heart attack and died 
at the Phelps County Regional Health 
Center later that day . " Brownie is retired. 
Bro w n ie's home addres s is 2219 
Mirabeau , Springfie ld , MO 65804. 
(Editor 's note: the ALumnus extends its 
deepest sympathy) . 
1951 
Gerald B. Bellis writes: " I have decid-
ed to accept an early retirement offer from 
Chev ron and will retire before the end of 
the year . Mary and I will remain in New 
Orleans for now , but will probabl y move 
to East Texas next year . " Gerald's home 
address is 3908 S. Inwood Ave. , New 
Orleans, LA 701 3 1. 
Neal B. Dowling writes : " Wi fe , Betty, 
has recovered well from breast cancer 
surgery (Jan. '87) . T raveling to Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland in September '88 . 
Enjoying li fe in the desert south west (ex-
cept for July and August which should be 
cancelled due to the heat! ) ." Neal and Bet-
ty li ve at 420 I E. Hano Street, Phoeni x, 
AZ 85044. 
18/ MSM Alumnus 
1952 
RICHARD H. BAUER 
Richard H. Bauer has been elected to 
a three-year term on the Board of Direc-
tors of the 10,()()()-member American Elec-
troplaters and Surface Finishers Society 
(AESF). Dick is president of Missouri 
Electrochem Inc. , St. Louis . Dick is also 
a member of the MSM-UMR Alumni 
Associat ion Board of Directors and a past 
president of that organization. He and 
Shirley live at 5400 Green Cedar Way , St. 
Louis , MO 63 128. 
Wallace H. Holmes is present ly district 
director , Department of Transportation , 
for the state of Florida . Wallace and 
Rosemary li ve at 314 Tennyson Road , 
S .E . Winter Haven, FL 33884. 
Word has been received of the death, on 
July 29, 1988 , o f John W. Laytham Jr . 
At MSM John was a member of Triangle, 
MSM Glee Club , ROTC Band , Chi Ep-
silon, and the American Road Builders 
Assoc iation. He was on the honor list 
several times, won awards from Phi Kap-
pa Phi and Go ld Key and was the 
Distingui shed Mi litary Graduate in 1952. 
He served in the U .S . Army Corps o f 
Engineers then worked for Peerless Iron 
Works in St. Louis . He is su rvived by hi s 
wife , Blanche Laytham , 12 102 Royal 
Valley, Creve Coeur , MO 63 141. 
F. Clifford Mosley has accepted an of-
fer by the Callaway County Commission 
to be construction supervisor for the coun-
ty ' s new law enfo rcement building and jail , 
according to a feature article about Cliff 
that appea red in the July 10 issue of the 
Fulton Sun newspaper. The articl e 
describes the new job , the job Cliff was 
doing as supervisor of five Fulton School 
System projects and explains that Cliff is 
a retired engineer wi th a long career with 
the Corps of Engineers , the Missouri 
Highway Department and 27 years with 
Montgomery Ward Co . Cliff has lived in 
Jefferson City for the past 25 years and his 
home address is 209 Ronnie Drive, Jeffer-
son City , MO 65101. 
John E. Priest writes : " Pam and I mov-
ed to Denver from Chicago in July when 
1 joined Engineeri ng Consultants Inc . My 
work continues to be dams , hydropower , 
irrigation and water resources . I am focus-
ing more on the domestic operations than 
international. Anyone in or passing 
through the Denver area , please call. We 
have lots of space. " John ' s new home ad-
dress is 4996 S. Lafayette Lane , 
Englewood , CO 80 110. 
1953 
John H. Bender writes: " Working for 
Refractory Serv ices Corp . in East Chicago 
since Kaiser retirement in 1982 . The com-
pany makes a variety of low-moisture 
castables for casting large shapes for steel 
industry. " John is a production superv isor 
for the company . He and Nadyne live at 
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19S3 continued 
William F. Oberschelp is vice presi-
dent , marketing , for Cooper Industries-
McGraw Edison. He and Virginia live at 
103 Lintel Drive , McMurray, PA 15317 . 
Notice has been received of the death , 
on May 21, of Mark R. Webb. At MSM 
he was a member of Sigma Nu. He lived 
in San Diego , Calif. 
1954 
Kenneth D. Cole writes: " Am retired 
from the Corps of Engineers and work.ing 
as a consultant for Burger/Hill Interna-
tional. Verna and I will visit Australia , 
New Zealand and Hawaii at Christmas 
through January of 1989. Son , Jeffery , is 
a sophomore at UMR and is working 
toward a degree in civil engineering. " Ken 
and his wife reside at 9725 Owen Brown 
Road. Columbia. MD 21045. 
1956 
Bruce R. Doe has been elected a fellow 
of the American Association of Advance-
ment of Science. Bruce is the assistant 
director for research at the U .S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) in Reston , Va . His home 
address is 12014 Waterside View Drive , 
#13 , Reston , VA 22094 . 
Martin M. Mitchum died Aug . 9 , 
1988. Martin was a WWII veteran of the 
U.S. Navy and already had a career as a 
broadcast engineer and part owner of radio 
stat ions KTTR in Rolla and KSMO in 
Salem when he enrolled at MSM. He 
received his B.S. degree in physics in 
1956. After a second career as a mis-
sionary in Ethiopia from 1964 to 1968, 
Martin joined the staff at UMR, first in a 
lab in electrical engineering , then as 
engineer for UMR's first efforts to develop 
Instructional Television . In addition to his 
work in ITV , he not only provided all the 
technical filings for the FCC application 
for KUMR's (UMR 's public radio station) 
license and specifications of equipment but 
was responsible for the initial design of 
most of KUMR 's studio and transmission 
facilities. At the same time , he earned his 
M.S degree in electrical engineering in 
1975. In 1976 he moved to the UMC cam-
pus as design engineer for UM's educa-
tional television program. Then, in the ear-
ly 1980s, he moved to Arkansas as direc-
tor of engineering for the Arkansas Educa-
tional Television Network in Conway , 
Ark . He retired in 1984 and moved to the 
Kansas City area. Martin is survived by 
his wife , Inis Mitchum , 9704 E. 82nd . , 
Raytown , MO 64128; two sons , two 
daughters , and nine grandchildren. 
1957 
Robert W. Eshbaugh was married to 
Margaret Menamin in Hazelwood, Pa. on 
July 24, 1988 . Their home address is 
Route 1, Box 259B, New Stanton, PA 
15672. Bob is president of Retek Corp. in 
Pittsburgh. 
Elmer F. Slates writes: "My wife and 
I have retired near Rolla after 31 years 
work.ing for the Naval Weapons Center in 
design , design reviews , quality assurance , 
safety, planning , value engineering, and 
system acquisition ( in hou se), at 
Washington and MDDC. We are now 
(hands-on hit and miss) building the 
underground house that we designed . 
When building your own house; at least the 
change board is small and informed! Some 
fun!" Elmer and Virginia live at Route I , 
Box 205, Rolla, MO 65401 . 
1958 
Dale William Pipal died May 5, 1988 , 
according to information received by 
Athletic Director Billy Key. At MSM Dale 
was a member of Sigma Nu, the SI. Pat 's 
Board , ASME, Student Council and the 
" M" Club (he lettered in basketball) . He 
received his B.S. degree in mechanical 
engineering. According to Billy Key 's in-
formation, Dale had been in the oil 
business for the past 25 years and was liv-
ing in Hobbs , N.M. 
Paul W. Taylor writes: " I am happy to 
be back in public sector work (following 
a career with the Corps of Engineers) 
working with the New York Department 
of Transportation-a great organization 
with a fi ne professional reputation in the 
transportation field. " Paul ' s home address 
is 15 Stockbridge Road , Slingerlands, NY 
12159. 
1987 Rollamo 
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1960 
Lewis K. Cappellar is presently 
systems enginee~ in the advanced tactical 
systems development section of Hughes 
Aricraft electro optics division . Lewis' ad-
dress is 4092 Del Mar Ave. , Long Beach , 
CA 90807. 
Harold and June Kosten write: " We 
started a new era in our lives on Aug. I. 
Harold has been named vice president , 
sales, for Baldor Electric Co. of Ft. Smith , 
Ark . We had owned our own business in 
Cincinnati . Harold was a manufacturers' 
representative for Baldor E lectri c , 
manufacture rs of indu stri al e lectric 
motors . We leave behind two married 
daughters and one lovely granddaughter , 
Ker i, who celebrated her first birthday on 
Sept. 9. We are both looking forward to 
our new li ves in Ft. Smith. Cincinnati has 
been good to us but we see many more 
good things ahead for us in Arkansas. If 
any friends or classmates are in the area , 
please g ive us a call or stop by to see us ." 
Left to right: Jorge Rodriques, '65, and Bob Saxer, '61, in Puerto Rico. 
Robert M. Saxer, '61, '62, sales manager for AMCEC Corp . , (home address: 
704 E. Cedar , SI. Charles , IL 60 174) reports on the whereabouts of some MSM-
UMR alumni after a recent business trip to Puerto Rico. 
"Charles Harrington, '31 , is retired and lives on Vieques Island just off the 
southeast coast of Puerto Rico. 
" David Kerr, '53, is an international commodities broker in San Juan. David 
settl ed in Puerto Rico after a stint with Naval Intelligence in WWII . He married 
a local girl and they have raised their famiy there. 
"Arthur Tucker, '49, has been in San Juan for about 10 years and is with 
Consoer Townsend Consultants. He is presently re-Iocating to Miami. 
"Jorge M. Rodriques, '65, is vice president , operations , for Bacardi Corp. 
Jorge and Cristy have three children , Chrissy , 15 , Mariana , II , and a son, Jorge , 
13. Chri ssy is the #3 tennis player in her age group for all of Puerto Rico. Jorge 
is a native Cuban whose fami ly escaped to Miami in 1959. Jorge came to UMR 
in 196 1. " 
Shown in the photo from left to right: Jorge Rodriques, '65 , and Robert Saxer , 
'6 1. 
20/ MSM Alumnus 
Harold and June are living temporarily 
(they are building a house which should be 
ready by Christmas) at 2913 Riverbend , 
FI. Smith , AR 72903 . 
Gene C . Rizer writes: " I retired from 
the U.S. Army in June of this year. I would 
like to teach high school mathematics and 
therefore am a graduate student at George 
Mason University taking courses towards 
a master 's in secondary education ." 
Gene's home address is 7324 Bath St. , 
Springfield , V A 22150. 
1961 
Robert W. Whitehead, ' 61, '72, 
reports he has retired from the military and 
is now assistant general manager for- the 
Gulf Coast Trailing Co. Robert resides at 
90 Yellowstone Drive, New Orleans , LA 
7013 1. 
1962 
JOHN H. ROBERTS 
John H. Roberts, '62, ' 63, is now the 
senior principal engineer for the com-
merical systems group of The Trane Com-
pany . He has been with the company since 
1965. John and hi s fam ily live at 2201 
















































Galen A. Shepard is now superinten-
dent , metallurgy , for the GM Saginaw 
Malleable Iron plant according to Bob 
Wolf, '51, who saw the announcement by 
the Central Foundry Division of General 
Motors Corp. in " People News ," August 
issue of Foundry Manag ement alld 
Technology. Galen 's home address is 2020 
Lone Road , Freeland , MI48623. 
1963 
Clifford E. Miller was recently honored 
by the Missouri Highway and Transpor-
tation Department for 25 years of service . 
Clifford is a resident eng ineer in the 
14-county District 2 area based in Macon . 
Clifford and Donna Lee's home address is 
Box 132, Route 3, Moberly, MO 65270. 
GARY G. SCHUMACHER 
Gary G. Schumacher has joined the 
staff of Murphy Co. , Mechanical Contrac-
tors and Engi neers , St. Louis, as a vice 
president. Gary's home address is 10ver-
brook Drive, St. Louis , Mo 63 124. 
1964 
C. Stuart Ferrell writes : " Jeanie and 
I moved to Las Cruces, N.M. in December 
during one of their deepest snows on 
record. Have taken a pos ition with the 
department of engineering technology at 
New Mexico State University . My depart-
ment head , college dean and university 
president all have MSM-UMR connec-
tions . " The Ferrells' home address is 790 
W. Boutz Road , Las Cruces , NM 88005. 
Stuart is an associate professor of engineer-
ing technology at New Mexico State. 
Gary R. Holland writes: "In March I 
became chief executive officer of Data 
Card Corp. I had been president and chief 
operations officer. I am now president and 
CEO. Data Card is the world's largest 
manufacturer of credit cards and electrical 
equipment for personalization and 
authorization. " Gary and Gretchen live at 
6312 Indian Hills Road, Edina, MN 
55435 . 
James P . Odendahl informs us: "As of 
Sept. 10, 1988 , Betty and I have entered 
a new life stage called-Child in College! 
Home is quieter and bank account is 
lower!" James and Betty reside at 309 E. 
Vista Drive , Hot Springs , AR 71901. 
1965 
Charles H. Atkinson writes : " Janet and 
I enjoy Arizona lifestyle. Lots of tennis , 
golf and skiing. Daughter , Heather, is a 
junior at the University of Arizona in Tuc-
son and son, Blake , is a junior in high 
school. Strong population growth means 
steady business for geotechinical and 
material engineering ." Gene is a field ser-
vice engineer for Thomas-Harti g & 
Associates . The Atkinsons live at 7961 Via 
Sierra , Scottsdale , AZ 85258 . 
Ronald T. Candido has been named 
superintendent , melting/metallurgy , in 
General Motors ' Danville, TIl. plant , a part 
of GM 's Central Foundry Division , accor-
ding to word from Bob Wolf, '51, who 
saw the notice in the "People News" col-
umn of the August issue of Foundry 
Management and Technology. Ron 's home 
address is 41 Shorewood Drive S. , Dan-
vi lle, IL 61832. 
Paul D. Griffin, '65, '67, writes: " I 
have accepted a promising employment 
opportunity with Ledoux & Co. ', Teaneck , 
N.J. as staff chemist and supervisor of 
basic metals analysis. There are many op-
portunities here for me and I look forward 
to a long stay . I am hopeful of returning 
for Homecoming in 1989. " Paul 's new 
home address is 182 Grand Ave. , Park 
Ridge , NJ 07656. 
William J. Price writes: " Spent six 
months in Vienna , Austria last year start-
ing up Unipol polethylene plant for 
licensee . Oldest son, Bryant, earned his 
Eagle Scout rank last yt-Jr." Bill and 
Zalora live at 6029 Count ry Club Drive, 
Victoria, TX 77904 . 
Frederick J. Smith died as the result of 
a heart attack on Aug. 14, 1988, according 
to a note from his wife, Eleanor Smith, 
2164 Tabor Place, Lakewood , CO 80215 . 
At UMR Fred was a member of In-
dependents , AIME and Sigma Gama Ep-
silon. He had been on the Honor List 
several times. He received his B.S. degree 
in geology in 1965 and a master ' s degree 
from UMR in the same field in 1968 . 
Following graduation, he worked for 
ARCO-uranium exploration , Frontier 
Resources , and Marathon Resources 
before starting his own business as a con-
sultant. At the time of his death , however , 
he was in the insurance field. Additional 
survivors include three children. 
Michael D. Smith, who is presently 
district manager for Caterpillar Inc. writes : 
" On July 31 , I attended 'change of com-
mand' ceremony at Dallas Naval Air Sta-
tion where MSM alumnus Martin E. 
McGrath Jr., '65, Captain, USNR , 
became commander of the flight logistics 
support wing-the largest active flight wing 
in the Navy. Marty and his son, Sean, live 
in Grapevine, Texas. Congratulations , 
Marty. " Mike and Alpha live at 6719 
Kings Hollow , Dallas , TX 75248 . 
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1966 
Charles L. Heater has been elected 
president and chief executive offi cer of 
Professional Roofing Consultants, a divi-
sion of Benton Roofing Management Co . , 
Benton , Ill . Charles is also president of 
Benton Roofi ng Co. Inc. and chairman of 
the Board of Directors of Industrial 
Maintenance Co. Inc. of Henderson , Ky. 
He has been in the roofing business for 
more than 20 years . Chuck and Susan's 
home address is Box 540, Benton , IL 
628 12. 
RONALD L. POWELL 
Ronald L. Powell, '66, '71, writes: " I 
have been promoted to deputy director, 
Directorate fo r Maintenence, U. S. Army 
Aviation Systems Command in SI. Louis. " 
Ron has been with the Command since 
1966. He and Emma li ve at 4 Cannes 
Court , Lake SI. Louis , MO 63367. 
Linda M . (Vopat) Weber reports both 
a new name and new home add ress. Lin-




Craig Johler is an environmental 
engineer for Mall inckrodt Inc. Craig ' s ad-
dress is 4570 Whisper Lake Drive, #8 , 
Florissant , MO 63033. 
Howard Manning, accordi ng to L.C. 
George, has recently undergone surgery 
to remove a tumor from his head . The 
tumor was benign and Howard is 
recuperating at hi s home at 5115 Escalon 
Ave. , Los Angeles , CA 90043. He is with 
Manning and Hart Nibbrig . 
C harles E. Perez writes: " Co-founded 
National Medical Corp. in 1985 to provide 
consulting services to the emerging growth 
health care industry . It provides expertise 
in medi ca l faci lity development , 
marketing, management and in today 's dif-
ficult environment , restructuring on turn-
around services . I opened a second office 
in New Orleans in 1988 , through acquisi-
tion of billing service. " Charles ' new 
busines address is President, National 
Medical Corp., P.O. Box 19339, Houston , 
TX 77224 . Charles and Diane ' s home ad-
dress is the same. 
1970 
David D. Beardsley writes: " Am still 
on location in Wilmington , N .C. oversee-
ing the construction of a new container pier 
for the North Carolina State Ports Authori-
ty. " Dave is a resident engineer with the 
Sverdrup Corp. Dave and E ileen li ve at 
5033 Clear Run Drive, Wilmington , NC 
28403. 
Max M . Ethr idge writes: " I am now 
a captain in the commissioned corps of the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration. I am serv ing as Chief of the 
National Geodetic Survey and I am very 
much involved in estab lishing and main-
ta ining the nation 's horizontal and vertical 
control networks ." Max lives at 17504 Ira 
Court , Derwood , MD 20855 . 
Michael Finkelstein, corporate contrac-
ting agent for G .E. , is currently ass igned 
to a strategic sourcing team stationed in 
Lou isv ille, KY. The team is developing a 
plan for improving costs of manu factur ing 
G .E . appliances. Mike and Joyce li ve at 
14 Captain 's Walk , Trumbu ll , CT 06611. 
Clark D. Mikkelsen reports : " Clark 
and Claire Mikkelsen have a new grand-
daughter , Abigail Leigh Mikkelsen , born 
July 2 , 1988 , and now a joy to an old 
Missouri Miner. " The Mikkelsens live at 
8908 Hogan Drive, Huntsville, AL 35802 . 
Clark works for the U .S. Army Missile 
Command at Redstone Arsenal . 
Ranjit K. Ray, '70, '72, has been 
named pres ident of Nutek Inc. of 
Southfield , Mich. The firm specializes in 
engineering analysis and quality improve-
ment services. Prior to joining Nutek in 
1987 , Ranjit worked for General Motors 
and the Burroughs Corp. (His last position 
at GM was manager of reliability and 
validation .) Ranjit ' s home address is 3829 
Quarton , Bloomfield Hills, MI48013 . 
Beverly D. Smith writes : " I am cur-
rently employed as a management systems 
analyst fo r the officer-in-charge of con-
struction , U.S. Navy. We are constructing 
the East Coast Trident Base . Husband , 
Brian, ' 69, and two children, Charlotte , 
15 , and Cameron, 12 , are enjoy ing coastal 
Georgia." Beverly gives her home address 
as P .O. Box 498 , SI. Mary 's , GA 3 1558 . 
Robert J. Webb writes: " After two 
years in Farmington , New Mexico work-
ing for EI Paso Natural Gas Co. , I'm back 
in Houston working fo r Litwin Engineers 
and Constructors. I highly recommend 
Toastmasters International , a public speak-
ing organization , to any engineer wanting 
to progress in his or her career. " Bob 's 
address is 6960 Bellaire, #1308, Houston, 
TX 77074. 
Forrest A. "Frosty" Younker has been 
promoted to vice president-operations-for 
Peabody Coa l Co. , West Virginia Divi-
sion. Based in Charleston , Frosty wil l have 
responsibility for aU 13 Peabody Coal and 
Eas te rn Assoc ia ted Coa l Corp. 
underground and surface mines in that 
state. Frosty and Brenda live at Route 6 , 
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1971 
Carl D. Dutner writes: "Still working 
on an MBA and developing software on 
the side. Also trying to convince my 
16-year-old that engineering careers are 
worth a look ." Carl is director of 
engineering for the Association of lllinois 
Electric Co-ops. His home address is 102 
Cottonwood , Chatham, IL 62629 . 
Russell Flye lives at 2417 Arline St. , 
West Covina , CA 91792. He is with Fluor 
Technology Inc. in Irvine , Calif. 
Edward M. (Mick) Halter has been 
promoted to the position of metro engineer 
for the Kansas City metropolitan area. 
Mick started with the Kansas Department 
of Transportation (KDOT) in 1973. He and 
his wife, Carol, and their two sons, Ryan 
and Adam, reside at 9002 West 94th St. , 
Overland Park , KS 66212. 
Thomas M. Hayden writes: "I have 
been named a corporate vice-president of 
Shive-Hattery Engineers and Architects 
Inc . I am also manager of the Moline, Ill. 
office . Shive-Hattery is a multi-disciplined 
engineering and architectural firm serving 
clients in Illinois , Iowa , Wisconsin and 
Texas. " Tom and Christine live at 3430 
Winston Drive, #3, Bettendorf, IA 52772. 
John T. Schultz was recently promoted 
to the position of chief engineer for the 
Square D Co. manufacturing plant in Lex-
ington , Ky. John 's home address is 2464 
Woodfield Circle , Lexington , KY 40515. 
Allen W. Seabaugh writes: "I was 
recently promoted to plant manager at 
Shawnee Power Plant in Paducah, Ky. 
Shawnee is a large coal-fired plant on the 
Ohio River and employs about 400 peo-
pie. " Allen 's address is 4551 Westchester 
Lane , Paducah , KY 42001. 
Robert M. Struckhoff Jr. writes: "I hit 
the big four-oh on July 10th. I am still 
single, still working for a living . It 's been 
said that life begins at 40-I'm wondering 
what kind of life-anybody out there 
know?" Bob is a carpenter for the Hamlin 
Construction Co. in O'Fallon, Ill . Bob's 
address is 9825 Emil Ave. , St. Louis, MO 
63126. 
1972 
DaryU Chenoweth reports: " Nancy and 
were blessed with our first child , a 
daughter , Rebecca Christine, on January 
17th. Rebecca weighed in at 9 pounds 3 '/2 
ounces and has kept us busy ever since ." 
The Chenoweth family lives at 231 Glen-
dora Ave. , Long Beach , CA 90803. 
Michael A. North writes: " I accepted 
ajob with Johnson , Brickell, Mulahy and 
Associates in March as a senior engineer . 
I've spent the last eight years in Texas and 
it 's good to be back in the Midwest. " Mike 
and Jill's home address is 16308 W. 125th 
Terrace, Olathe , KS 66062, telephone: 
913-764-6605. 
1987 Rollamo 
G. Lynn Price writes: " In addition to 
all engineering responsibilities at the 2400 
mega-watt , three-unit plant , I recently 
assumed responsibility for all ad-
ministrative functions , including safety , 
accounting and personnel. It ' s lots of fun 
... Come see us ." Lynn is now engineer-
ing superintendent for TU Electric , Tatum, 
Texas. His home address is Route 3, Box 
182 L-27 , Kilgore TX 75662. 
Robert Toth, senior maintenance 
engineer for Monsanto and his wife , 
Diana, '74, '83, became the proud parents 
of twin daughters last September 1987. 
Bob and Diana and their five children live 
at 6629 Chessie Drive , West Chester, OH 
45069. 
1973 
Margy R. Beckmeyer writes: " Russ 
and I are expecting our third little girl in 
October. " The Beckmeyers ' other two 
ch ildren are Kristin Ann , 5'/2 years, and 
Megan Leah , 3'/2 years old. Margy is 
technical supervisor for E.!. DuPont. The 
Beckmeyer home address is 14 Spyglass 
Drive , Aiken, SC 29801. 
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1973 continued 
Charles R. Coartney writes: " A 
daughter, Stephanie Nicole , was born to 
Charles and Letitia Coartney on March 26 , 
1988. The family Lives at 2084 Clifton Cir-
cle , Orangeburg , SC 291 15 . Charles is a 
senior project engineer with Ethy l Corp ." 
Rande H. Grotefendt writes : " Judy 
completed her master 's degree in computer 
science from the Un ivers ity of Texas at 
Ty ler and is a part time inst ructor at 
Kilgore Ju nior College. Rande is a senior 
chemical engineer in the safety department 
at Texas Eastman." Rande and Judy, '74, 
live at 108 Tiffany Drive, Longview , TX 
75602. 
Larry J. Jenkins writes: " My company 
has transferred me to Houston, Texas ef-
fect ive Aug. 1, 1988. My new address is 
200 19 Erika Way Drive , Katy , TX 77450 . 
I still work for Panhandle Eastern as a 
senior petroleum engineer. " 
F rederick J . Pope has been promoted 
to manager-mechanica l engineering for 
Union Electric Co . Fred began his career 
with UE in 1975. He and Jeanine and son, 
Frederick, li ve at 229 Hereford Ave., SI. 
Loui s, MO 63 135 . 
24/ MSM Alumnus 
Hugh A. Jessie has accepted the posi-
tion of director of fac ilities services at the 
Un iversity of Montana in Missoula , Mon-
tana . Hugh and his wife , Linda, now live 
at 60 1 S. 5th Street E, Missoula , MT 
59801 . 
Laurence M . Neulle, '73, '79, has been 
appointed to the position of metallic 
minerals geologist in the Missouri Depart-
ment of Natural Resources ' Div ision of 
Geology and Land Survey. Laurence and 
Helen's home address is P.O. Box 1770, 
Rolla , MO 65401. 
1974 
Ellen B. Bohn writes: "In March , 
1987, after several years of staying home 
with the kids , I went back to work as an 
independent consultant. I develop micro 
based solutions to business problems us-
ing database management systems such as 
dBASE and R:BASE. As of January , I 
have incorporated as Bohn Consul ting Ser-
vices Inc . John and I , Michelle , 7 , Jef-
frey , 5 , and Kevin , 4 , have just moved to 
a new home at 5361 Hamlin Court , St. 
Loui s, MO 63 128. " Ellen ' s business ad-
dress is the same as her home address . 
Marvin E. Borgmeyer , '74, '75 , 
technical department head for Exxon, 
writes : " Our fourth child , (and first girl ) 
was born May 23rd. Matthew, 8, Jeffery; 
5 , and Michael , 2 , love their little siste r. 
I am now working in the ethylene-
propylene rubber area of Exxon Chemical-
Polymers." Marvin , Susan and family live 
at 734 Shady Lane Parkway, Baton Rouge, 
LA 70810. 
Judith R. (Wilson) Grotefendt writes 
that she has completed her master 's deg ree 
in computer science at the Uni versity of 
Texas at Tyle r . She is a part-time instruc-
tor at Kilgore Junior College . Her hus-
band , Rande, 73 , is a senior chemica l 
engineer in the safety department at Texas 
Eastman. Judy and Rande li ve at 108 Ti f-
fany Dri ve, Longv iew, TX 75602. 
Donald Hall wr ites: "Don Hall was 
promoted to director-technical serv ices at 
Data-Tronics Corps. (part of ABF Freight 
Systems) . We also want to announce the 
birth of our 5th daughter , Tracy , on Dec . 
10, 1987. Her sisters are Becky, Christy, 
Pam and Sandy . " The Halls reside at 2672 
Enid St. , Ft . Smith AR 72901. 
Charles P . (Chuck) Kirk writes: 
" G 'day mates. Australia bound-again . 
Spent 21/2 weeks down under in January 
' 88 at World Boy Scout Jamboree and on 
tou r. Phyllis and I have been invited to at-
tend 15th Australian Jamboree. " Chuck is 
a registered representat ive for New York 
Life Insurance Co . He and Phyllis li ve at 
2148 Oak Knoll Drive, Baton Rouge, LA 
708 15 . 
Richard R. Larkins, '74, '76, writes: 
" Linda and I are both proud to announce 
a new addition to our fami ly on April 4 , 
1988-Michael Raymond-7 Ibs. 15 \/2 
oz." The Larkins live at 103 11 
Longmeadow Drive , Dallas , TX 75238. 
Richard is ass istant director of public 
works for the city of Grand Prairie, Texas . 
Michael J . Miller, Major , USAF , 
writes: " Now working in the Office of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Operations 
Division , Pentagon . Debbie is the ex-
ecutive secretary for the president of 
Sherikon Corp. Call us at 703-569-2165. " 
Mike and Debbie li ve at 7312 Spring 
Grove Drive, Springfield , VA 22150. 
John M . Pool, '74, '76, writes : " I left 
the firm of Northern Engineering and 
Testing Inc. to establish myself as an in-
dependent consultant. The firm , JP Con-
SUlting, Inc . , wi ll provide temporary con-
sulting services to other engineering firm s 
and construction compani es ." Joh n's 
home address is 2706 Arvin Road , Bill -
ings, MT 59 102. He uses the same address 
for his company. 
Kenneth J . Rapplean, is presentl y an 
environmental engineer with the U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency . Ken 
reports that he and Marilyn are kept busy 
with four boys, ages 13, 10, 7 and 3. They 
are acti ve in sports , scouts and school. 
Their home address is 101 N. Normandy, 
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1974 continued 
Steve W. Souders writes: " 1 have 
recently transferred to Houston and am 
presently Amoco 's manager of engineer-
ing. Carol, the kids and 1 are enjoying the 
Houston area." Steve and Carol live at 
5219 Norborne Lane, Houston, TX 77069. 
Diana (Harrison) Toth, '74, '83, 
writes: "I decided to go back to work after 
taking two years off, moving to Cincinatti 
and then having twin daughters last 
September, 1987. After having three boys, 
this was quite an exciting event. " Diana 
is an environmental engineer for Wool pert 
Consultants. She and Bob, '72, and fami-
ly live at 6629 Chessie Drive , West 
Chester , OH 45069. 
Joseph D. Walker reports: " My wife, 
Lois Fradenburgh, '76, and I had our 
third child in January. We were blessed 
with a second wonderful daughter whom 
we named Brianna Marie. She is now 
seven months old, crawling and pulling 
herself up at every opportunity. Her older 
brother and sister take good care of her and 
are teaching her all of their tricks. Lois and 
I both enjoy reading the Alumni News and 
look forward to seeing familiar names in 
the news ." Joe is a senior applications 
specialist for McDonnell Douglas Informa-
tion Systems Co. The family lives at 32 
Newberry , St. Peters, MO 63376. 
1975 
James W. Abbott, ' 75 , '76, writes: 
"Have been in Korea for the past year as 
signal plans officer , Combined Field Ar-
my. I was promoted to major in May of 
this year. Cindi came to visit in April , and 
we vacat ioned in Korea , Bangkok , 
Singapore and Hong Kong. I will return 
to San Antonio , Texas in November, 1988. 
Look for me at the Seoul Olympics. " Jim 's 
permanent address is P.O. Box 340188 , 
San Antonio , TX 78234. 
Vernon P. Boehme writes; "Barb, Ver-
non , 10, Mialy, 8, Christian , 6, and I 
recently moved to Chesterfield, Missouri. 
I am currently ass istant vice president for 
Fred Weber Inc. , construction division. 
Our new home address is 14866 Grantley 
Drive , Chesterfield , MO 63017. 
Thomas G. Borowink writes: " Our 
daughter was born May 24, 1988- Alison 
Lee Borowink." Tom and Lee reside at 
732 Parkwood , Ste. Genevieve , MO 
63670. He is engineering superv isor for 
Citizen ' s Electric. 
ARTHUR E. CURLE 
Arthur E. Curle has been promoted to 
manager-Mackenzie district for Union 
Electric Co. He has been with UE since 
1977. Arthur and Linda live at 7652 
Westchester , Belleville , IL 62223 . 
Charles P. Daniells, '75, '83, writes: 
" Standing invitation to any of the 'Pine 
Street ' crew to visit any time. Greetings 
to Joe Mansker, '75, and Bernie WeIch, 
'75, and families. Charlie's new home ad-
dress is 8382 Carter , Overland Park, KS 
66212. He is a manufacturing associate 
with Continental Plastic Container (a divi-
sion of Continental Can) . 
Pam (Thebeau) Leitterman has recent-
ly accepted a new position as Rand D sec-
tion manager with Hewlett Packard's per-
sonal computer group. Pam is responsible 
for the development of Hewlett Packard 's 
new portable computer products as well as 
the coordination and integration of com-
ponents from worldwide manufacturing 
sites. Pam and her husband , Dennis, '76, 
'77, and their son, Eric , 3 , live at 1637 
Waxwing Ave., Sunnyvale , CA 94087. 
Roger W . McCloud is a senior engineer 
and economics studies technical coor-
dinator with Burns and McDorinel1. Roger 
has authored an art icle in the Burns & 
McDonnell publication TechnicaL Briefs , 
summer edition , on " Probabilistic Energy 
Allocation Model. " Roger lives at 10409 
E . 80th Street , Raytown , MO 64138. 
Robert (Bob) G. Won ish writes : " I 
hope Rolla is doing fine. The family and 
J are trying to ' hold on ' during the oil in-
dustry depression and-so far , so good ." 
Bob is district superintendent for Ladd 
Petroleum Corp. , a division of General 
Electric . The family lives at 8307 Domer , 
Spring , TX 77379. 
1976 
Paul Abney writes: " It has been an in-
teresting year. We moved into a new house 
in March. In April , I had a bicycle wreck 
and broke my neck . Thankfully , a fu ll 
recovery is expected by the end of the 
year. " Paul , Vicky , Brooke, 4 , and 
Alyson, '3, send greetings from their new 
home. The address is 4151 Briargrove 
Lane, Dallas , TX 75287. 
Lindsay Lomax Bagnall writes : " We 
bought 60 acres of gently rolling , wooded 
land and moved a mobile home onto it. We 
plan to build a lake and a house, eventual-
ly ' New home, new job-what more can 
I say?" Lindsay is now the assisant 
director-alumni and constituent relations 
for UMR. Lindsay and Kent, also '76, live 
at Route I , Box 170D, Rolla , MO 65401. 
George E. Cannon Jr. has been elected 
a national director (3 year term) of the 
Society of American Military Engineers 
and has been appointed a fellow in the 
organization. Dr. Cannon is the dean of the 
School of Civil Engineering and Services , 
Air Force Institute of Technology , Wright 
Patterson AFB , Ohio. Ed and Sandy li ve 
at 4313 Ridgepath Drive, Dayton , OH 
45424. 
Allen GiUiam, '76, '84, is presently work-
ing in procurement/quality assurance at 
General Dynamics-S pace Systems in San 
Diego. Hi s new address is 5902-1 Univer-
sity Ave. , San Diego , CA 92115. 
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1976 continued 
DAVE HARDIN 
Dave Hardin has been promoted to the 
position of a vice president of Murphy Co. , 
Mechanical Contractors and Engineers, St. 
Louis , Mo . He is also manager of con-
struction fo r the company. Dave's home 
address is 734 N. Dickson , Kirkwood , MO 
63122. 
Dennis W. Leitterman, '76, '77, is 
presently team leader of Network Con-
sultants in Hewlett Packard 's Network 
Project Center in Cupertino, California . 
Dennis has been in stall ed as vice-
cha irman, western region , of the Profes-
sional Engineers in Industry (PEl) , a divi-
sion of the National Society of Professioanl 
Engineers (NSPE). He is also vice-
chairman of the WESCON Professional 
Program. Dennis and his wife , Pam 
(Thebeau, '75), and their son, Eric , 3, live 
at 1637 Waxwing Ave., Sunnyvale , CA 
94087. 
Daniel H. Underwood sends the follow-
ing news fo r the MSM Alumnus: " I am 
currently on a 'temporary' assignment for 
GE in North Carolina. Our new address 
is #1 Linksider Wildwood Drive , New 
Bern , NC 28560. " 
26/ MSM Alum nus 
Editor 's Note: Last August the Alumnus 
published (from information we receiv-
ed) a notice of the demise of William 
E. McKee, '76, '78. We were glad to 
receive the following from W. Stephen 
Todd, '79,: " The report of William 
Eugene McKee's death is more than 
slightlyexagerated. He is living in St. 
Louis , Mo. It looks as if 
someone is pulling a prank and using 
your paper. " We investigated further 
and received the following: 
WiUiam E. McKee, '76, '78, writes: 
" I am ALIVE and well and living in St. 
Louis at 5856 Chrisbrook Drive , St. 
Louis , MO 63128. I am currently 
employed with EDP Associates as a 
field consultant. While on a Baptist 
Singles ' Retreat to Silver Dollar City , 
I approached a young lady in our group 
for her hand in marriage. She reluctant-
ly accepted and we will be wed in Oc-
tober , 1988. She is a CPA (Miss CPA) 
working in Clayton and her name is 
Cynthia. She is a sports-a-holic like 
myself, except that her specialty is in 
fast-pitch softball rather than in basket-
ball. We are both rather busy with our 
jobs and with renovating the house, but 
I (we) would enjoy hearing from some 
of the old crowd from UMR and CCH! 
Irvin R. "Corkey" Stack writes: "1 
own and operate a 15-man engineering and 
architectural firm which serves a variety 
of clients." The name of his company is 
Stack and Associates , P.O. Box 297 , III 
N. Jefferson, St. James, Mo. Corkey also 
uses P.O . Box 297 , St. James, MO 65559 
for his home address . 
Lois (Fradenburgh) and Joseph D. 
Walker, '74, report the birth of thei r third 
child in January . "We were blessed with 
a second wonderful daughter whom we 
named Brianna Marie. She is now seven 
months old , crawling and pulling herself 
up at every opportunity. Her older brother 
and sister take good care of her and are 
teaching her al l of their tricks. " The family 
li ves at 32 Newberry, St. Peters, MO 
63376 . Joe is a senior applica ti ons 
specialist for McDonnell Douglas Informa-
tion Systems Co. 
1977 
Greg Derbok writes: " Have passed up 
many opportunit ies to purchase Cardinal 
football tickets (the ex-St. Louis Cardinals , 
that is). To anyone who missed them in St. 
Louis , consider pay ing twice the money to 
see them play in Phoenix . Laugh at them 
in the September heat , but don 't watch in 
December or you will want to move here. " 
Greg is president of Cybertech Software 
Inc. His home address is 4434 E. Caro l 
Ann Lane, Phoenix , AZ 85032. 
Louis Gill (L.G.) Loos II, '77, '82, 
writes: " New position as civil engineer 
with McDonnell Aircraft Company in the 
faci li t ies management department." 
L.G . 's address is P.O . Box 9969 , 
Kirkwood , MO 63122. 
Terry Logan , according to L.c. 
George, was married in May of this year. 
Terry ' s home adress is 132 Oxford Road , 
Spartanburg , SC. 
Sean E. Price writes: " Have recently 
received a job transfer to Houston , Texas 
as a senior reservoir engineer with 
Marathon Oil Co ." Sean's new home ad-
dress is 1534 Ainsdale Dri ve, Houston , 
TX 77077. 
David L. Walker has recently accepted 
a pos it ion with Eagle-Picher Industries Inc . 
as a production engineer after his separa-
tion from the U.S. Army . David and his 
wife, Katherine, now live at 4202 Dawnlite 
Drive , Colorado Springs , CO 809 16. 
Ronald J . Williams writes : " Kathy and 
are pleased to announce the entry of 
Kimberly Michelle Williams into th is 
world on April 5 , 1988 . She joins her 
sister , Christine, 6, in keeping mom and 
dad very busy. " Ron is city engineer fo r 
the City of Washington, Mo. Ron, Kathy 
and fami ly live at 111 5 E. First St. , 
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Bradley J. Wyatt writes: " I have been 
appointed acting superintendent of the # 2 
polyethylene department at Texas Eastman 
(Kodak) Co . Brad , Pam and son , Justin , 
and daughter , Jordan , reside at 1809 
Northwood Court , Longview, TX 75605. 
1978 
Johnnie C. Roberts , ' 78, '81, is an 
assistant professor of computer science at 
Arkansas State University , Jonesboro , 
Ark. Johnnie 's home address is P .O. Box 
2788 , State University, AR 72469 . 
1979 
Edward and Donna Englehart, now 
live at 5623 Gum Tree Court , St. Louis , 
M 0 63129. Ed is the resident engineer for 
the Veterans Administration and he writes: 
" We recently went on a Caribbean cruise 
with several other UMR grads and had a 
great time! " 
Kenneth R. Foster Jr. writes : " Joyce 
and I had a baby girl September 26th. She 
weighed 7 lbs., 10 oz . and all are do ing 
fine. We named her Krystal Rose." Ken-
neth has been field bridge inspector for the 
Missouri Highway and Transportation 
Department, P.O. Box 270 , Jefferson Ci-
ty , MO 65102 fortwo years. His home ad-
dress is 352 Van Horn Blvd. , Holts Sum-
mit, MO 65043. 
Morgan P. Slusher writes: " I have 
completed my Ph.D. in soc ial psychology 
at Rice University and wi ll be a visiting 
assistant professor of psychology at the 
University of Missouri-Columbia for the 
1988-89 academ ic year. Morgan 's home 
address is 300 1 S. Providence Road , Apt. 
#lID, Columbia, MO 65203. 
1980 
Frank Danzo writes: " Frank and 
Kathy (Cooke, '81) Danzo are keeping 
busy with their daughter , Jennifer , born 
Oct. 2, 1987. Kathy recently retired from 
her position as engineering manager at 
Chrys ler. F rank is director of productivi-
ty improvement at Anheuser Busch. The 
Danzos ' new address is 14723 Timberway 
Court in Chesterfield , MO 630 17. " 
Don Gardner writes: "Don and Kathy 
had their first child , Stephen , on Nov . 17 , 
1987. " Don is technical head , research 
group General Motors-Hughes Aircraft 
Co. Don , Kathy and family live at 1432 
E . Walnut , El Segundo , CA 90245. 
Donald E. Guenther writes: " I was 
recently promoted by Monsanto to industry 
sales specialist; which sounds great , but) 
am still selling chemicals and having fun 
doing it. We continue to enjoy travel in the 
East. Jennife r, now 11/2 years, thinks she 's 
older than she really is!" Don , Debbie and 
family live at 13 Champlain Road , 
Marlton , NJ 08053. . 
DANIEL C. HIRSCHBUEHLER 
Daniel C. llirschbuehler, '80, '81, has 
been appointed senior manager in the 
management consulting services group of 
Price Waterhouse. He has been with the 
company since 1982. Dan resides at 23 19 
Dri ftwood , Creve Coeur , MO 63 146. 
1987 Rollamo 
James W. Hoolehan II, vice-president-
construction for Juniper Development and 
Const ructi on Corp., writes : " Jim 
Hoolehan and Patti (Morgan, also '80) 
Hoolehan live in New Hampshire. Our 
first child , Christopher James, turned I 
year old in September." Jim , Patti and 
fami ly live at 103 Currier Ave. , Peter-
borough, NH 03458. 
Quyen Cong Le wri tes: " ) am still 
working for the City of Los Angeles , 
Department of Public Works (since 1980) . 
I wou ld like to hear from friends and 
classmates . You can call or wr ite to me at 
741 N. Calaveras Drive , Walnut , CA 
91789 . Work phone is 213-485-3091. 
Home phone is 8 18-810-3573. " 
Frank J . Werner writes : "Life 's mov-
ing fas t. Just recently got married to San-
dra McElligott in Hawaii. Still doing 
market ing and sales for Adams Product 
Co. and enjoy ing every minute of it. The 
happy couple lives at 1801 Manuel St. , 
Raleigh, NC 276 12. " 
J. Doug West writes : " My wife and) 
gave birth to our second child , Jeremiah 
Daniel on July 22 , 1988. Jeremiah weigh-
ed in at 6 Ibs . 14 OZ . " Doug is coordinator 
of electronics technology at Rogers State 
College , Claremore, Okla. Doug and Luan 
live at Route #5 , Box 2-9 , Canyon Oaks, 
Claremore , OK 74017. 
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1987 Rollamo 
1980 continued 
Robert and Therese WiUe announce the 
birth of their thi rd child, Matthew, on Ju -
ly 16 , 1988 . The W ill es have a new home 
at 1007 West Stratford Drive , Peoria , IL 
6 16 14. Robert is currently working as a 
staff instructor in the marketing and sup-
port department of Caterpillar Inc. 
Tim Williams writes: "Moved to 
Grover , Mo., just west of E llisv ille. Our 
new home was completed in March 1988. 
I' m still with Brinkmann Co. as project 
manager. The company is grow ing in the 
conunercial construction indust ry . Cheryl , 
my wife , works fo r He itmann in 
downtown St. Loui s. " Tim and Cheryl ' s 
home address is 453 St. Thomas Isle Lane , 
Grover , MO 63040 . 
W illiam Yau-Hung Van, '80, '81 , is 
a general engineer for ARCO Pipe Line 
Co. He writes: " Both Yen-Yu and I en-
joyed the trip we took last Chri stmas and 
New Year to go to Hong Kong , China and 
Taiwan. We both are busy at work and 
other activities. " The Yans ' home address 
is 3 19 Kell way , Houston, TX 77015. 
28/MSM Al umnus 
1981 
Kathy (Cooke) Danzo writes : "Frank, 
'80, and Kathy Danza are keeping busy 
with their daughter, Jennifer , born Oct. 2 , 
1987 . Kathy recently retired from her posi-
tion as engineering manager at Chrysler. 
Frank is director of productivity improve-
ment at Anheuser Busch. The Danzos' new 
address is 14723 Timberway Court , 
Chesterfield , MO 63017. " 
Robert G. Howell writes : " 1 have com-
pleted tours of duty on U .S.S. C incinnati 
(SSN 693) a nd U.S.S. Nevada 
(SSBN733). In my current ass ignment , I 
am responsible for the tra ining and cer-
tification of new digital sonar systems in -
stalled on all fast attack (SSNs) submarines 
in the Atlantic Fleet. Additionally , I am 
qualified to manage and supervise the 
operation of nuclear reactors in the sub-
marine force. My wife , Paula, and I have 
three children, Chris , 6 , Wesley , 2 , and 
Emily, 1, and are expecting our fourth 
child in early October. " Robert is a lieu-
tentant with the with the U .S . Navy , Com-
mander Submarine Group II , Naval sub-
marine Base, New London. The fam ily 
lives 204 Pelican , Groton, CT 06340. 
Mary E. Lawler, senior highway 
des igner for the Missouri Highway and 
Transportation Department, writes: " Pass-
ed P.E. exam in October, 1987. " Mary 
lives at 1047 Woodgate Drive, Kirkwood, 
MO 63122. 
Ron L. Rowe writes : " I have been with 
Iowa Electric for seven years and at Prairie 
Creek Power Station as plant performance 
engineer for one-and-a-hal f years . Jamie 
and I spend most of our time chasing our 
17-month daughter, Emi ly, these days ." 
The Rowe family lives at 2428 F ifth Ave . 
SE, Cedar Rapids , IA 52403. 
Edward C . Shilling wr ites : " I ' m still 
working in research and development on 
large ca liber ammunition and conta iner 
assembly . Wife and kids do ing great and 
reall y glad to be back in St. Louis. " Ed , 
Debbie and fami ly live at 2520 Annalee, 
Brentwood , MO 63 144. 
1982 
Russell G. Espinosa writes: " Accepted 
a job with Diesel Recon Division, Cum-
m i ns Engi ne Co. on March 21 , as manager 
of manufac turing engineering. Left 
General Motors after five years as super-
visor of indust rial engineering. Completed 
M.S in industrial engineering at Wayne 
State University in 1986 . Had started se-
cond M.S. at Uni versity of Michigan in 
manufactur ing sys tems engineering-will 
finish at UTEP (University of Texas-EI 
Paso) . Celebrated fourth wedding anniver-
sary on March 17 (S t. Pat's Day , of 
course) . Two small children-Karin , 2, 
and Mario , 6 months. I've been busy and 
hav ing fun l Come visit. It ' ~ great here! " 
The Espinosas li ve at 805 Brisa Del Mar , 
EI Paso , TX 79912 (It ' s a new house they 
have just built.) 
Patrick Garey, who is presently a 
transport specia list with the federal gover-
ment writes the cryptic message, " 3! " Pat 
and Ann live at Route 5 , Box 49 , 
Mahomet , IL 61853. 
Mark Alan Jones writes : < < 1988 was a 
busy year. I was promoted to staff engineer 
for Texas Utilities Electric Co. and 
transferred to Handley Steam Electric Sta-
tion in southeast Ft. Worth , Texas. I reside 
at 727 Cypress Chase Dri ve , Apt. 277 , 
Arl ington, TX 760 11. " 
Scott E. Landon writes: " I work as the 
design engineer for the c ity of Commerce 
City in Colorado . I am now a P .E. in Col-
orado and hav ing a lot of fun along the 
Rocky Mountains ." Scott lives at 146 S. 
Chase St. , Lakewood , CO 80214. 
Valerie R . Lewis writes: " I've spent the 
past two yea rs in Guam. The Navy has 
recently transferred me to Cleveland , 
Oh io. Having a wonderful time , wish y 'al l 
were here !" Valerie's present address is 
35 lOVilia Casa Court , Brunsw ick , OH 
442 12. She is branch chief-fie ld systems 
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1982 conti nued 
Debra (Krueger) Little writes: "My 
h band and I left International Paper to 
further our careers with other paper com-
panies. I am now a shi ft foreman for James 
River Corp. and Jim works for Georgia 
Pacific. Our new add ress is 2235 East 
Eag le , Zachary , LA 70791 , phone: 
504-654-5140. 
Michael J . Magruder writes: " I' ve liv-
ed in England for more than two years and 
I have just bought a house. House prices 
where I li ve rival those in San Francisco 
from where I moved in 1986! I guess that 
I'm here to stay . They say if you su rvive 
two years here , you' re hooked . I've got 
plenty of room for any traveling alumni , 
so drop a line. Cheers! " Mike is a sc ien-
tific programmer/analyst for the Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Co. , Harrowgate , 
North Yorkshire. Mike 's home address is 
Box 806 , APO NY , NY 09210-5362 . 
Roberta Scroggins McGinnis reports: 
" I have recently been transferred to 
Houston , Texas and am still working for 
Tenneco Oil Co. as a geo logical 
engineer. " Roberta 's home address is 
4206 W. Peachfield Circle , Houston , TX 
770 14 . 
Douglas W. Sutter, '82, '88, is 
employed as a senior engineer for McDon-
nell Douglas Corporation , St . Louis. His 
home address is 5456 Forest Creek Dri ve, 
Apt . K, Hazelwood, MO 63042. 
1983 
James D. Cotton writes that he is now 
starting his Ph.D . program in material s 
science at the University of Wash ington in 
Seattle . His home address is 4450 Winslow 
Place N., #5 , Seattle , WA 98 103. 
Lawrence Beck and Geri Smith, both 
'83 write: " By the time you read this, our 
daughter, Kendall , will have humbled all 
comers in a locally-sponsored foot race for 
tots. At 15 months, she swims, she runs , 
she swings on a vine and wrest les tigers 
with her bare hands." Lawrence is a fman -
c ial central cred it coord inator for U.S. 
Central Cred it Union in Overland Park , 
Kan . He and Geri li ve at 6644 Cherry , 
Kansas City , MO 64131. 
Amanda Dennis- 8 months 
Clyde Dennis writes : " I have accepted 
a job with Caterpi llar Inc. as a design 
engineer in the fuel systems group . I've 
been there since April. As you can tell by 
the picture , Mary Jo and I have a little gir l 
now. She was born Nov. 25th and her 
name is Amanda. And yes , she smiles like 
that all the time ." Clyde and Mary Jo live 
at 5307 E. Lawrence Ave ., Chillicothe, IL 
61523. 
Kenneth A. Kristof writes: " Now have 
two chi ldren, Mi les , 3 years, and Emi ly, 
I year old. " The Kristofs home address 
is 104 Kerri Court , Longview,TX 75605. 
Ken is facility/production eng ineer for AR-
CO O il and Gas Co . 
Bruce E. Landon reports that he has 
started his own business, Universal Finan-
c ial Enterprises Inc., 623 E. Trade, Suite 
106, Charlotte, NC 28202. He is president 
of the loan brokerage and consulting firm. 
He resigned from Arthur Andersen , 
management consulting division , in June . 
Bruce's home address is 4526-E Simsbury 
Road , Charlotte, NC 28226. 
John M. "Jack" McNally wr ites: "I 
am president of Compu Sci Inc . in St. 
Louis. Angie and 1 are expecting our se-
cond child early next year. Our home ad-
dress is 6728 Aliceton , St. Louis , MO 
63 123. " 
Jerry Spindler is presently the director 
of safety and industr ial hygiene for the 
Thiem Corp . , a subsidiary of Koppers. 
Jerry writes : " I bought a house last year. 
My address is 4031 S. 56th St. , 
Milwaukee, WI 53220. Stop in or write 
when you are in town . Otherwise, 1 am do-
ing fine ." 
Renate A. Wilkinson recently passed 
the Professional Engineering examination 
given in Jefferson City. She is currently 
employed by the Missouri Highway and 
Transportation Department, and lives at 
111 35 College, Apt. I , Kansas City, MO 
64137. 
1984 
Steven W . Bunten writes; " My wife, 
Ki m, and I have two children, Mark , age 
2 \/2, and Lauren, age 6 months. " Steve is 
an engineer with Carolina Power and Light 
Co. of Raleigh, N.C. and the family lives 
at 124 Riding Ridge Road , Fuquay-Varina, 
NC 27526. 
John A. Hook writes: " 1 recent ly 
changed jobs and I am now work ing for 
Campbell Design Group , a private 
engineering firm in south St. Lou is. I am 
living at 3525 Wintergreen , SI. Louis , MO 
63125 , in South County." 
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1984 continued 
David C. Kerber, 3525 Shawn Court , 
Virginia Beach, V A 23456, writes : "Ellen 
and 1 are expecting our first child in 
November. I'm still in the Navy aboard the 
USS Virginia." David is a lieutenantj .g. 
Steven C. Meyer writes: "Left the U.S. 
Army in December as a first lieutenant 
after three years of active duty with the 3rd 
U.S. Armored Cavalry Regiment. Ac-
cepted a position with McDonnell Aircraft 
Co. as a design engineer currently work-
ing on the F/A-18 project. Just received 
an M.B.A. from Webster University in Ju -
Iy . Glad to be back in St. Louis. My new 
address is 2224-C Renault Drive, St. 
Louis , MO 63146. 
Nelson and Vickie Minter of 6490 
Lanston, San Diego , CA 92111, are ex-
pectant parents again according to word 
received from L.c. George . 
Patricia A. Peick reports: " In April I 
began working as a process engineer for 
the consumer/science division of the Cor-
ning Glass Works . I'm temporarily living 
in Akron , Ohio where Corning has a new 
facility to apply non-stick coating to Vi-
sions Cookware. Akron may not be as 
scenic as the Corning Valley, but at least 
there are no Mets fans. My permanent ad-
dress is: 136 W . Pulteney , Standish 2D, 
Corning , NY 14830 and my temporary ad-
dress is 1738 Northampton , #1202 , Akron , 
OH 14813. " 
Phillip A. Scandura writes: " Does 
anyone ever read these things? If so, please 
send a post card or short line to: 14002 N. 
49th Ave. #1096, Glendale , AZ 85306. 
And thanks for your support." Phillip is 
a project engineer with Honeywell In 
Phoenix. 
Heraleen E. Sprenger, who is a 
systems engineer for Hewlett-Packard , 
writes: "I transferred to Hewlett-Packard ' s 
St. Louis office. I moved to the big city 
from a town of about 50 ,000. So , except 
for the culture shock, I 'm doing great. It 's 
nice to be home again. " Heraleen ' s ad-
dress is 322 1 Orchard Drive , High Ridge , 
MO 63049. 
30/MSM Alumnus 
Janardanan O. Uppot reports: " I am 
now registered as a Professional Engineer 
in Louisiana . " Janardanan is an associate 
professor-civil engineering-for McNeese 
State University. He may be reached at the 
Civil Engineering Department , Lake 
Charles, LA 70609. 
1985 
Sharon A. Berger writes: "I recently 
went to work for Graham Resources just 
north of New Orleans. I'm presently work-
ing as a petroleum engineer in the reserves 
department. " Sharon's new home address 
is 5410 Hwy. 22 , Apt. C , Mandeville, LA 
70448. 
Jeff Chou writes: " I recently graduated 
(May, 1988) with an M .S. in chemical 
engineering from Purdue University and 
now work in the great state of Texas for 
Texas Chemical Co. My new address is 
, 3920 Highway 365 , Apt. 252, Port Arthur , 
TX 77642." 
Randal S. Curtis, '85, '87, writes: 
"Back in St. Louis with a new job work-
ing for the instrumentation and data evalua-
tion section of the Corps of Engineers. I 
was married Aug. 6 to Michelle Donze (a 
UMR senior in chemical engineering) 
and-No, we didn't 'have' to get mar-
ried! " Home address for the happy cou-
ple is 7876 Big Bend Blvd. , Apt. C , 
Webster Groves , MO 63119 . 
Rebecca Glauz writes: " I moved to 
Florida in July 1987 to work for the con-
sulting firm , Post Buckley Engineers . I'm 
involved with traffic studies and transpor-
tation planning . The warm weather allows 
me to enjoy outside activities , like tenni s , 
volleyball and beach-going . Visitors 
welcome! " Rebecca 's home address and 
telephone number are 870 Cotton Bay 
Drive W , #405, West Palm Beach , FL 
33406 , (407-640-0707). 
Kent W. Lynn writes: " RGcently 
bought a home in Omaha. KA's are 
welcome to visit anytime." His new ad-
dress is 5812 Pacific Street, Omaha , NE 
68106. Kent is an account systems 
engineer for IBM . 
Casey D. Moloney has received his 
Navy "wings of gold" marking the 
culmination of 18 months of flight train-
ing . Casey is a lieutenant j .g . His perma-
nent address is Route 2, Box 98, Pevely , 
MO 63070. 
Michael C. Moore has reported for duty 
with 2nd Marine Aircraft Wing , Marine 
Corps Air Station New River , Jackson-
ville, N .C. Mike is a 1st lieutenanr-in the 
Marines. He and Kimberly Ann live at 
Route 3 , Box 808, Mill River Road , 
Jacksonville, NC 28540. 
DAVID E. PRATER 
David E. Prater has been promoted to 
chemist with the Aeroquip Corporation ' s 
Corporate Engineeri ng Center , Jackson , 
Mich. Hejoined Aeroquip in 1986 and has 
been with the company 's rubber compound 
mixing facili ty in Mountain Home , Ark. 
David' s new home address is 105 S. 
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1985 continued 
Barry Reed writes: "For the past year 
1 have been working with NASA and the 
European Space Agency to build an upper 
stage (propulsion module) to launch ESA ' s 
Ulysses Spacecraft from the shuttle in Oc-
tober of 1990. The Ulysses will transmit 
data from the polar regions of the sun. In 
August of 1988 I made the Captain's 
boa[d. 1 will pin on my Captain ' s bars in 
May of '89.1 saw myoid lab partner , Bret 
Corum, '85, at Edwards AFB last year. " 
Barry is a lieutenant in the Air Force and 
is manager , advanced space propulsion 
systems. He is presently stationed at Los 
Angeles AFB. His home address is 14724 
Mansel Ave. , Lawndale, CA 90260. 
Scott M. Schwartz writes ; " I recently 
moved to Peoria , Ill. to work for Cater-
pillar as a design engineer. I also became 
engaged to Kim Paden of Springfield, 
Mo. " Scott ' s home address is 4010 N. 
Brandywine Drive, Apt. 814, Peoria , IL 
61614. 
Gregory Skannal's new home address 
is 7575 W. 106th Street, Apt. 128, 
Overland Park , KS 66212. 
Mark Stuntzner writes: " I've just been 
hired as an entry level engineer for Bell 
Helicopter-Textron in Ft. Worth and will 
be working in the field investigation lab. 
I've also just recently completed U.S. Ar-
my helicopter flight school and will be ser-
ving in the Texas Army National Guard. " 
Mark's present address is 302 N. Adams, 
Mt. Pleasant , IA 52641. 
D. Brent Summers writes: "Getting 
married in September." Brent's home ad-
dress is 948 Ryan Court, Marshfield , MO 
65706 . 
Paul Whitten reports that he is still 
working for McDonnell Douglas and that 
he has just bought a new house. Paul's new 
address is 4908 Orange Blossom Court, 
Hazelwood, MO 63042. 
1986 
Greggory Bahora writes ; " Greg and 
Valerie Bahora say hello to our old friends. 
We are in the Washington D.C. area. 
Please call and say hello . Our phone 
number is 703-266-7153. " Greg is a 
mechanical engineer II for Black and 
Veatch. Greg and Valerie 's address is 
14308 Little Rocky Mountain Court, 
Centerville , VA 22020. 
Leonard A. Bredwood writes: "1 am 
currently working in the coatings facility 
for Saturn Corp. (GM) and am responsi-
ble for all material handling within the 
department. I am moving soon to 
Nashville , Tenn. to assist in plant construc-
tion and to practice getting a southern ac-
cent. " Leonard 's current address is 4606 
Fifteen Mile Road , #212, Sterling Heights , 
MI48077. 
Elizabeth (Franklin) Buckrucker 
writes: "Married in February 1988 to 
Chief Warrant Officer Kevin Buckrucker. 
We are both stationed at Ft. Hood. He flies 
RV-21s and I work in 13th SUPCOM 
headquarters. Our home address is 705 S. 
Roy Reynolds , Harker Heights, TX 
76543. " Elizabeth is the assistant RC 
coordinator. 
Kathleen Howard writes: "I've mov-
ed up to project engineer and I'm work-
ing for the Corps of Engineers in New 
York now. I have a beautiful view of 
Manhattan from my field trailer in 
Edgewater, N.J. (My district is hurting for 
engineers!) Hello to the gang if you ' re 
reading this . Amy Noelker, ' 85-1'01 ready 
for my Colorado vacation! How is my 
favorite instructor for ' proper Jacuzzi use ' 
doing? My address is 43G Woodbridge 
Terrace, Woodbridge, NJ 07095." 
Andrew T. Knudsen reports that after 
working for Westinghouse in Pittsburgh 
for two years, he has returned to St. Louis 
as a full time graduate student at 
Washington University 's John M. Olin 
School of Business . Andy's present ad-
dress is 5390 Pershing Ave. , #306 , SI. 
Lou is, MO 63112 . 
1987 Rollamo 
Bruce E. Landon writes that he is now 
self-employed as the president of Univer-
sal Financial in Charlotte, N.C. He is 
brokering loans for commercial projects 
and is doing some financial consulting. 
Bruce lives at 4526 Simbury Road , Apt. 
E , Charlotte , NC 28226. 
Jeffery S. Litherland,civil engineer II 
for the Department of Transportation, state 
ofDlinois, writes: " Hi! " Jeff lives at 1614 
Hillside Drive , Effingham, lL 62401. 
Robert Lorey, '86, '87, reports that he 
has just accepted a positon with CH2M 
Hill in Montgomery , Alabama. He will be 
working as an engineer , hydrology 
discipline, in the industrial process depart-
01ent. He also has plans to get married next 
spring. Rob 's address is 3258 Southmont 
Drive , Montgomery , AL 36105. 
Joseph Martinosky III, who is 
employed by McDonnell Douglas-
Astronautics in St. Louis, has been award-
ed an MS degree in electrical engineering 
from UMR. His thesis was entitled , 
"Computer Aided Design of Microstrip 
Antennas." Joe lives at 1208 W. Market , 
Savannah , MO 64485. 
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1986 continued 
Raymond M. Steinbart wr ites : " Cur-
rently attending training at Ft. Lee , 
Virginia for operat ions research/statisti cal 
analysis , military application course I (OR-
SA MACI) ." Ray's home address is 5915 
Bond Court , Alexandria, VA 22310. Ray 
is the information planning officer, Na-
tional Guard Bureau , Information Manage-
ment Agency, in Falls Church, Va . 
1987 
Denis A. Backer informs us that he and 
Claire Duncan, also '87, are to be mar-
ried on May 20 , 1989. Denis is a process 
engineer for Tetra Plastics . His present ad-
dress is 10 1 Flamingo Drive , St. Louis , 
MO 63123. 
Robert James Egan writes : " I started 
and now oversee a vending operation in St. 
Lou is and St. Charles . We ' re not on the 
New York Stock Exchange yet, but we ' re 
on our way. I would like to thank the 
engineering management department and 
the sweet girls that made Rolla so much 
more than bearable. " Bob is the president 
of Egan Enterprises Inc. , 1414 Salem Hills 
Drive, St. Louis, MO 63119 . His home 
address is the same. 
I 
32/ MSM Alumn us 
Joseph G. Ernst writes: " I recently 
celebrated my one year ann iversary at 
DAT AMAX and my one year anniversary 
of being married to Sal ly. The new address 
is for a house we and the bank own. We 
share the house with two large Norwegian 
Elkhounds , Korgen and Flisa. " Joe is a 
system admin istrator/software support for 
DATAMAX. Joe and Sally and the two 
Elkhounds live at 2333 Winegarden Court , 
Ballwin , MO 63011. 
Robert Charles Fritz and Pamela R. 
Super were married in May . Robert is a 
project manager for K&S Associates Inc ., 
St. Louis, and Pamela works for Nutri-
System. The couple lives at 7823 Genesta , 
St. Louis, MO 63123. 
James S. Riley writes : " I worked for 
Dow Chemical for eight months and was 
recently called to active duty in the U.S. 
P_rmy Chemical Corps. I am a 2nd lieuten-
ant commissioned from R.O.T.C. I am 
going to Korea for a year then to Germany 
for two years. Dow is holding my job. It 's 
great to be from Rolla!" Jim 's present ad-




Richard T. Bradley writes : "I am 
presently a civi l engineer I with the C ity 
of St. Louis Board of Public Service-
Construction Division. Norbert Groppe, 
'57, from the Academy of Civil Engineers , 
is my ultimate boss. I am getting married 
next July to an R.N. She will complete her 
nursing degree in December." Dick 's ad-
dress is 7444 Sharp Ave. , St. Louis, MO 
63116. 
Douglas G. Engemann is a field ap-
plications engineer for Superior Graphite 
Co. in Chicago . His permanent address is 
Route I , Box 656 , Washington , MO 
63090. 
David W. Hendrix has accepted a posi-
tion with the Department of Defense as a 
communications electronic engineer. He 
and Pamela and their daughter , Sarah , live 
at #1 Charlotte Lane , Apt. B, Belleville , 
IL 62223. 
William B. McNally, is presently 
employed as an engineer with Newport 
News Shipbuilding , Newport New , 
Virginia. His home address is 11741 
Kingstowne Road , Apt. 112 , Newport 
News, VA 23606. 
Stephen D. Nussbaum has accepted a 
position with the Illinois Department of 
Mines and Minerals, Oil and Gas Division, 
as a petroleum eng ineer monitoring the 
underground inject ion control program for 
the state of Illinoi s. Steve currently lives 
at 1253 Orchard Ave., Apt. L, Springfield , 
IL 62702 . 
William Randolph Reed reports he has 
accepted a po tion with Rand Mining Co. , 
Randsburg , Calif. Rand Mining is a divi -
sion of Glamis Gold Ltd . of Vancouver , 
B.C. , Canada. Randolph 's home address 
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1988 Annual Alumni Fund Contribution NEWS FOR THE MSM ALUMN US 
Name C lass _ __ _ 
Home Address: 0 Please chec k box if new in fo rmation is included. 
St reet ___________________ Home Pho ne ______ _ 
C ity State ___ Z ip ___ _ _ 
Spouse's Name Is spouse an alu m nus? 0 Yes 0 No 
Bu siness In fo rmation : 0 C heck box if new in fo rm ation is inc luded. 
T itl e _____________________________ _ _ 
Emp loye r ________ _________________ _ __ _ 
Street _______ ___________ _ Wo rk Pho ne ______ _ 
City _____ _____________ _ State ___ Zip ____ _ 
Please make chec ks payable to the: "MSM-UM R Alumn i Associa tion." 
Annua l Alumn i Fund contribu tions are tax deductible. 
Century Clubs 
'$1000,00' r---1,-$5-00-,00-J, r-I -',-$2-50-.00-', 1 '$100.00' 
Gold Silver Centu ry 
$100 or more qualify for the recogn iti on clubs. 
1 $75.00 I 1 1 $25.00 I 1...-1 --11_----' 
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